Whitefish Daily Updates - October 11, 2017 (English)
•Whitefish Energy Team building landing zone for helicopters and clearing
access with heavy equipment for lineman to repair falling towers in Salinas.
• Whitefish Energy Team clearing access with heavy equipment for linemen
to repair insulators in Arecibo.
•Whitefish Energy Team clearing access by hand using hand tools and saws
(cutting trees, removing debris) for linemen to replace structures
completely devastated area Guayama.
•53 bucket-trucks arrive in Puerto Rico part of Whitefish Energy restoring
equipment.
•Helicopter and trailer arrive in Puerto Rico part of Whitefish Energy
restoring equipment.
•Ford F250, Dodge Ram 3500, Chevy 2500 HD trucks arrive in Puerto Rico
part of Whitefish Energy restoring equipment.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 11, 2017 (Spanish)
•Whitefish Energy realiza construcción para aterrizaje de helicópteros y
acceso para que el equipo pueda entrar a reparar torres caidas en Salinas.
• Whitefish Energy limpia el acceso con equipo pesado para los
trabajadores poder reparar aisladores en Arecibo.
•Whitefish Energy limpia el acceso a mano con herramientas manuales y
sierras (cortando árboles, elminando escombros) para reemplazar
estructuras devastadas en Guayama.

•53 “bucket-trucks” llegaron a Puerto Rico como parte del equipo de
restauración de Whitefish Energy.
•Helicóptero con remolque llegaron a Puerto Rico como parte del equipo de
restauración de Whitefish Energy.
• Camiones Ford F250, Dodge Ram 3500 y Chevy 2500 HD llegaron a
Puerto Rico como parte del equipo de restauración de Whitefish Energy.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 12, 2017 (English)
•Whitefish Energy Team completed building landing zone for helicopters in
Aguirre Power Plant.
• Whitefish Energy Team continue clearing access with heavy equipment
for linemen to repair insulators and towers in Arecibo.
•Whitefish Energy Team assessed visual helicopter and drones inspection
of Manati, Salinas and Aguas Buenas.
•Whitefish Energy equipment, tools, F-150 Pick-up, lowboy trailer and 53’
semi-trailers arrived in Puerto Rico delivered to Ponce operational site.
•Whitefish Energy team accepting a clearance to install grounds to insure
safety of personnel working on lines in Manatí.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 11, 2017 (Spanish)
•Whitefish Energy finaliza construcción para aterrizaje de helicópteros en
planta de Aguirre.
• Whitefish Energy continua con la limpieza y el acceso con equipo pesado
para los trabajadores poder reparar aisladores y torres en Arecibo.
•Whitefish Energy evalua visualmente en helicóptero y drones area de
Manatí, Salinas y Aguas Buenas.
•Equipo, herramientas, F-150 Pick-up, lowboy trailer and 53’ semi-trailers
de Whitefish Energy llegan a Puerto Rico y se entregan a las operaciones en
Ponce.
•Whitefish Energy tiene acceso sub-estación en Manati para instalación de
conexiones seguras para el equipo de trabajo.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 13, 2017 (English)
•There are now 197 Whitefish Energy team members on the ground in Puerto
Rico with 13 inbound arriving tomorrow.
•Whitefish Energy team accomplished worked on lines from Monacillos to
Caguas city limit assessing transmission and distribution lines ready to install
poles.
• Whitefish Energy team worked on material being assembled out of the PREPA
yard to complete tower being built.
•Whitefish Energy team will complete access in Arecibo by tomorrow.
•Whitefish Energy team surveyed and assessed areas in Manati, freed up some
conductors to facilitate removal of Tower 302. Moved broken structures
prepared for removal by helicopter tomorrow.
•Whitefish Energy Mobile Command Center arrived in Puerto Rico with 2
additional Helicopters, 2 crew trucks and one support/mechanical van.
•Whitefish Energy team cleared roads and access to the Towers in Aguirre.
Performed lockout and tag-out of circuits 50900 and 51000. Crew installed
grounds on both circuits to be able to work the conductors safely.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 14, 2017 (English)
•Whitefish Energy team will secure 6 poles in Monacillos tomorrow. We received
clearance in Palo Seco and loaded materials that work for tomorrow. Materials in
Palo Seco are very limited.
•Whitefish Energy team completed clearing line in Arecibo. Sending equipment
to line 50200 circuit in Bayamon. Dozer on 50600 tomorrow to clear
approximately five miles of access to be able to take down structures from the
unfinished line that exists there to transport to the 50900 line.
•Whitefish Energy team finished anchor set and assembly on Tower #302. Tower
#297 ready to assemble and set tomorrow. Both Towers will be done tomorrow.
•Whitefish Energy team flew the flat ladders to the structures, changed out some
insulators, moved the wire, two phases up, four sets repair rod, flew linemen in
the swamp to the two structures down 37400.
•Whitefish Energy team loaded materials and moved down to the towers 50100.
Three of our Helicopters flew to five different towers where the wire was down in
all of them and we installed new insulators and travelers on all five towers.
Helicopter flew over highest peak tower to assess damage.
•Whitefish Energy team continued cutting access into the 50900. Vegetation is
extremely thick. Crews hand cleared about 500 yards of right of way. During
inspection, crews found multiple spots where bundled wire is in trees and
entangled with branches. Started to put together a material list. Worked at
gaining access to the 50600 line. Crew inspected 3 v-string structures and
determined they were sound enough to transport to the locations that are needed
on 50900 where the structures are damaged. Met with property owner who
helped develop plan to gain access to 3 additional structures on the partially
finished line. He volunteered to help with a dozer that his neighbor had.
Safety concerns: Roads are very narrow. Found very large termite nest in the path
while clearing.
•Whitefish Energy super heavy duty crew truck, all terrain personnel transport, 2
tractor/trailer transport trucks, heavy lift fork truck, elevator bucket, digger truck
arrived in Puerto Rico today.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 15, 2017 (English)
•Whitefish Energy team on circuit 50200 Bayamon flew a couple towers
and changed out suspension insulators. Rained and had to shut down
helicopters. Performed structure inspections for the rest of the day.
Planning to sleeve out wire tomorrow.
•Whitefish Energy team on circuit 50100 crew finished access and moved to
abandoned line by Ponce. Another crew on the 50900 most of the day
raining and will continue tomorrow. 50200 Bayamon structure 271 start to
hand cleaning, moving small dozer to project Bayamon. Using small
machines to build access to that tower. 336 excavator moving as soon as
possible to structure #271. Letting the bucket in there and free the
structure.
•Whitefish Energy team replaced polymer insulators and shoes 50100
circuit. Communication problems, no communication after the hill.
Helicopters up all day.
•Whitefish Energy team worked on Monacillos, set up 6 concrete poles,
distribution, all day issues with material, crane from PREPA showed up and
helped. Second crane showed up broke and we had to fix it. Installed new
conductor on 3kkv and under build.
•Whitefish Energy team on circuit 50200 in Bayamon towers #302
assembled lower and top section of the tower. Had a couple of plates
missing. Plates were missing on arms. FT41119x1 and FT41120x1. Cut
cables for it. Missing “dead end gray grip” x6. Loosen up turn buckle and
take off cable off the old turn buckle. To where they are ready to use. All
material arrived at 302. Disassembled whole old tower. It is now ready to
move to where PREPA requests.
Drove to Manati to laydown yard to check if they had fuel. When we went
to material yard it was rusted. All turn buckles were rusted and it took 2 ½
hours to find 10 turn buckles. Renee said from now on he would get them
from the south. Then went to Tower #271. Circuit 50200 needs more
material and make sure what is given is correct.

•Whitefish Energy crews found access to 2 V-string towers. Cleared path
300’ to each of the two towers. Cleared area around each of the 2 towers to
have room to set up equipment. Shook down one structure and took 50% of
the measurements. Were not able to finish taking measurements due to the
rain moving in. Drove utv’s 10 miles into the right of way clearing trees
along the way to facilitate getting equipment in to the right of way. Crews
on the 50900 circuit continued hand clearing but had to pull away due to
heavy rain and lightning.
•Whitefish Energy light towers, forklift, Polaris trailer, Polaris, ladder crate,
pallets of Gatorade, tractor, trailer, dozer, bucket, Elliot freightliner crane
arrived in Puerto Rico today.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 16, 2017 (English)
•There are currently 220 Whitefish Energy team members on the ground in Puerto Rico, with 21 inbound arriving tomorrow.
•Whitefish Energy team worked on 50200 and removed 30 feet from one of the structures.
#271 access the wire foundations— one looks good while the other one will be replaced with new
foundation.
Traveled to Ponce to stake out piece of land for helicopter to land on to deliver needed equipment,
such as trucks, as well as to laydown towers.
Met with Raul engineer PREPA and took him to top of the mountain. They want to bring in survey
#297 to place properly and dig the foundation from the ground to the tower #302. Rain continues to
delay some efforts.
•Whitefish Energy crew traveled to abandoned line but could not make it into the area with dozer as
bad weather closed roads. Rerouted crew to 302 to help with breaking that tower.
Another crew sent to the 50900 to continue on the clearing and send an excavator tomorrow.
•Whitefish Energy team 50100 circuit rained out first two hours, finally as rain stopped the crew
worked on five structures. Lighting storm hit the #230 and hit the static on top. Nine insulators
repaired plus six completed structures, six jumpers repair.
•Whitefish Energy crew in Bucaré area installed 5 concrete poles and then got rained out, 18 poles to
be delivered tomorrow.
•Whitefish Energy crews inspected circuit 50900 structure #49. Found that the tops of all 3 of the 3
pole structures were damaged. All 3 bundled conductors are broken off of each structure both ways.
Guy wires and foundations were all good. Got with AJ Steel and shared pictures that were taken for
material.
Working with DGrimm for plan on accessing structure 49 from the east side and getting excavator to
the structure to install log anchor for catching off conductors. Collected GPS coordinates and
communicated structure numbers to crews to identify locations of structures on the 50900 circuit.
•Whitefish Energy equipment update: Elliot Freightliner Crane, Duel semi-fuel, Freight liner double
bucket, hook ladders arrived in Puerto Rico today.
Safety concerns:
Narrow Roads, heavy rain, flash flooding, mud slides. Crews having extreme difficulty
communicating due to communication lines in the area being cut while outside crews were clearing
roads. Planning to have communications company travel to Puerto Rico to set up radio system with 3
repeaters and base stations along with handheld units.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 17, 2017 (English)
•Whitefish Energy team worked on 50100 completed 14 structures, 16 insulators
changed out 4 spots of bad wire and 6 jumpers.
•Whitefish Energy team worked on circuit 50200 pulled conductor from
underneath trash pile that the dump created, un-wind wrapped the conductor in
2 spans, laid wire into travelers everywhere there was an insulator failure. Let
wire out of dead end and sleeved out bad wire, added 25’ ft. section of wire and
pulled back up to the three pole.
Materials delivered into 50200. On the last big storm in Puerto Rico there was 7
lineman electrocuted due to back feed from generators.
Found one bad foundation, will need to replace entire foundation as well as
structure on 271. Will need to have crane to replace structure.
Took delivery of all structure sections to be able to assemble entire structure. Will
need surveyor out to pinpoint the location of the structure. Will need to evacuate
homeowner while structure is replaced to ensure the safety of the occupants
while wire is suspended overhead.
•Whitefish Energy team continue working on Pier 1. Completed six more concrete
poles, still have issues with the material, delay was with the fire department, they
did not have water, waited a few hours. Center mount digger broke and being
repaired by our mechanics. Six more laying down in Pier 1, should be getting
more by PREPA.
•Whitefish Energy team cleared the third structure path to get access.
•Whitefish Energy 50900 replacing static peaks, shaking down towers on the
spare line. We need to catch that wire off before we get to the towers.
Cut ½ mile of access with D4/D6 Dozer. Climbed and inspected dead-end
structure.
Determined that the entire 3 pole dead end structure will need to be replaced
along with one of the guy wires.
Picked up material that was order from Palo Seco yard.
•Whitefish Energy received 8 trucks and five light towers in Puerto Rico today.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 18, 2017 (English)
•Whitefish Energy team worked on 50100 circuit removed wire laying on
the swamp and off of the 230 on the cliff and ready to fly out old pole.
Removed wire from river bed structure. ready to fly out old poles
tomorrow.
Arecibo access needs excavator to get equipment in and put to work.
moved crane and bucket into access roads.
•Whitefish Energy team worked on the 50200 and continued sleeving wire
and putting the wire in travelers with the Helicopter.
Replaced steel lattice structure 302 with the Helicopter.
Circuit 50200 crew installed the ground rode and ground cable on 302
replaced foundation. Got the foundations and hardware to structure 297
and went to 271 got the structure that was on the side of the hill on the
crane, located damage guy foundations and assembled the structure at 271.
Equipment came in, picked up trucks, semi and office trailer.
•Whitefish Energy team worked 50900 replacing static peaks, shaking
down towers on the spare line.
Str.#302 we set up the foundation, tomorrow will hold structure with
excavator for linemen crew to remove wires and remove broken tower. As
soon as we finish with excavator will be sending to Manati to help remove
two fallen structures. Have another crew on abandoned line opening access
to remove structures and reuse them.
•Whitefish Energy team 50900 moved equipment to new yard, assisted two
crews with Elliot Crane. Cleared access to 3 structures. Collected GPS
coordinates for spare structures. Replaced goat head on structure 73 on
50900. Met with Reuben from PREPA on 50600.
Cut in right of way from structure 50 to structure 53.
Moved D6 to the other side of the mountain with lowboy.
Cut right of way from the toll plaza into structure 49 to facilitate removal of
3 pole structure 49. Inspected wire on structures 50, 51, 52, 53. Wire is

severely damaged and will need to be spliced at each structure or re-pulled
from structure 49-54.
•Whitefish Energy line 3000 continue going south on PR 1 towards Caguas,
we installed five concrete pole and seven spans, 38Kv 13KV & 4Kv and
picked up some material from Palo Seco Power Plant. Talking with City of
Caguas so we can address the issues we are having with materials. Kissimee
was very helpful.
•Whitefish Energy 2 Elliot Cranes, pallet of ladders, 9 pick-up trucks, 15
light plants, 3 generators, and tool boxes arrived in Puerto Rico today.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 19, 2017 (English)
•Whitefish Energy team 50900 hand cleared access to tangent structure and 3
Pole structure on 50600. Dgrimm cut access road to the structures to prep for
removal.
Structure 41: Cut right-of-way for crane access with dozer. Got crane set up and
prepped for replacing insulator fail. Walked out and straightened out bundle to
be able to re-hang. Rain has made for heavy mud complicating equipment
movements. A crane was stuck in heavy mud.
Sent guys to get material for structures 41 & 43. Walked out line from structure
41 to south inspecting structures. GF’s were supposed to fly the line this morning
with PREPA. Helicopter was not allowed to fly due to high wind.
Got with Jim Grennlee on structure 49. Determined that all structures need to be
replaced including adjacent 3 pole structure on 51000. Planning to 50100 in
conjunction with the 50900.
Got structure heights from PREPA. Getting with Jim on a plan to shorten
structures on 50600 and transport to 50900 along with foundations if needed.
Cut pad at structure 50 cleared for equipment. Working on hand clearing area
around structure 52 & 53 to allow crews to access the structures and beginning
repairs
•Whitefish Energy line 3000 continue going south on PR 1 towards Caguas,
five concrete poles installed and twelve spans, 38Kv 13KV & 4Kv .
We have 3 or 4 poles that are on the ground ready to be installed.
•Whitefish Energy team worked on the 50100 flew old steel mono poles out.
Hand dug hole for new pole on the top of mountain Replaced 3 insulator failures.
Received poles on ROW.
•Whitefish Energy team worked 50200 raised conductor into #302, clipped 8
phases, picked up static on move into position on goat peak, put patch rod onto
15 structures. Got piles of material. Replaced lacing that bent on the goat peaks at

#303 when flying static back around tower #302. Let bucket truck into #297 with
the excavator, removed bridge section from conductor ready to fly out tomorrow.
•Whitefish Energy team worked 50200 assembly of 271 is complete, down tower
removed and disassemble and all hardware and foundations are on site. Waiting
on survey for PREPA.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 20, 2017 (English)
•Whitefish Energy team worked on 50100 hung davit arm, cleared 115KV
wire from 230KV, cleared up broken wire and bells in swamp, hung new
insulators on 4 structures all 3 phases, hand dug 230KV poles, 1-115KV (37400). Flew wire tensioner out
•Whitefish Energy worked on 50200: 303 changed out goat peaks, 301sleeved onto static and pulled in 3 spans 301, 302, 304.
291 flew old structure out to helicopter landing zone, line patrol found 2
more insulator failures.
•Whitefish Energy team continue working 3000 line Pier 1.
Today we worked (2) 65’ (3) 45’ poles and set up a meeting with Caguas
City Authority, They offered 100% of their support. We are starting
tomorrow, with the 25 poles provided.
•Whitefish Energy team used dozer to pull crane that got stuck yesterday to
structure 41.
Completed repair on insulator fail on structure 41 with crane. Got pole and
guy wire material for log anchor for snubs between structure 49-50.
Material is spotted on site. Were not able to get excavator to be able to
install log anchor. Excavator will be delivered to the sight tomorrow.
Planning to install log anchor and free up towers 50,51,52,53 tomorrow.
Using dozer to repair right-of-way access road that washed out.
Flew line with PREPA Networks to evaluate fiber damage and determine
where splice cans are located. Set up at structure 73 to repair insulator fail.
Waited for helicopter to clip. By the time helicopter was freed up there was
not enough time to fuel up and complete repair. Helicopter scheduled to
return in the morning. Identified new helicopter landing zone closer to the
job and fuel. Also were able to fly 50900/51000 line for full line assessment
from Aguirre to Aguas Buenas. Have details and execution plan for all
locations needing repair.

•Whitefish Energy team worked on 50600 sub-grade at Aguirre power
plant and started placing base. Hand cleared base, delivery delayed due to
traffic. We did hand clearing on abandoned land and access to three
structures, 1600 access road and 3 pole dead end. Build one pad 50x50 on
the Cherokee tower. We set up a foundation on #397 for the structure and
we continued clearing access on the 50900 hand cleared around one
structure and we also fixed the wash out road.
•Whitefish Energy received 3 Bucket Trucks, 2 Dodge Pick up trucks, Ram
3500, Ford F350, 4 pallets matts, 2 pallets tools, 2 boxes tools, 1 crate mat
hardware, 2 small diggers water relief items in Puerto Rico today.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 21, 2017 (English)
•Whitefish Energy team worked on 50-100 set dead end pole 327, dead
ended conductor, static and completed the jumpers. STR. 337 reinsulated
and clipped 3 conductors and a static.
Couldn’t access the structures in Arecibo until 2:30pm when land owner
got a key. Went immediately to work. 15 replaced davit arm, removed
115KV line from 230KV line. STR. 9 replaced dead insulators and jumper
stacks. Built landings into 9, 10, 15 prior to work.
330 Excavator moved into river crossing. Discussions on 230KV outage to
remove conductor trapped on 50-200.
•Whitefish Energy worked on 50-200: flew more of the line out. Found
multiple conductor repairs and insulator failures outside of initial
assessment. Moved to new landing zone. Started working on line.
•Whitefish Energy worked on 50-200 moved equipment to new yard into
Carolina.
•Whitefish Energy making the trails wider, for access equipment and trucks
Continuing clearing more area laying down the base. With the highway
closed down we are moving as fast as possible without impeding other
crews doing such important work as road repair.
Worked on clearing 4 towers and building 30X30 pads.
Another crew worked by hand clearing one and half miles of terrain so that
the crew could begin work on the next tower.
Moved excavator to Manati where it was needed at this time as the crew are
charged with working 50—200 foundations.
•Whitefish Energy team continue working 3000 line PR 1.
Today we installed 10 poles and 16 spans of wire in Caguras. Also worked
on two sets of hook switches at the PR 1 and 199 overpass.

•Whitefish Energy team 50-600 went to landing zone with AJ Steel. The
first task was hand digging out the existing foundation. Took tower apart to
begin replacement. Advanced two additional structures to assess
foundation and begin planning repairs. Access information.
•Whitefish Energy team 50-900 went to structure 73 to rehang static with
helicopter. Pilot wouldn’t fly due to high wind. Went back to structure 49 to
help catch off conductors to log anchor.
50-900/50-100 Dug in log anchors between structure 49 y 50. Caught
Phases to log anchor and freed up wire that was hung on the 50-100 circuit.
Track hoe did some work on the side of the hill near structure 49 to allow
dozer to build new road. Repelled down side of the hill between
structure 49 y 50 to catch off phases that are broken in the valley.
Issues – Road up to structure 49 was washed out by rain. Had to use dozer
and backhoe to repair road. Belt broke on the UTV and had to move all men
with one UTV.
Beau Bogart – Found new access road to structure 52. Hand cleared path
for UTV access.
Bill Denmann – brought guys up to San Juan to pick up 2 bucket, 1 Digger
and a Pickup at Carolina Staging Yard. This crew will be moving to
Verdanza this evening to be closer to new project and working with
Whitefish crew on new project.
•Whitefish Energy received Dodge Ram 5500 utility truck, International
bucket truck, pallets of MRE’s and water, communication equipment,
pelican case, antennaes 10, tools/clothes, steel cable spool, tools, ladder,
ladder, pocket book grips in Puerto Rico today.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 22, 2017 (Spanish)
•Whitefish Energy:
50-100 STR. 10 – Reemplazado (3) dead end bells, (3) jumpers, (3) jumper
insulators. STR. 6 – reemplazado (1) dead end insulator, (1) jumper, (1)
insulador. Capacitado 115KV línea paralela y el cable de estructura 115KV.
STR. 30 reemplazado (3) dead end insuladores y (3) jumpers e insuladores.
Arruinado cable que estaba en el fondo del rio.
•Whitefish Energy
50-200: STR. 272 cambiado (3) insulatores sleeved (1) fase y recogido el
cable del area y cable insertado en los travelers. STR. 282- hung ladders y
cambiamos (4) dead end bells y reemplazamos (2) jumpers y (2) jumper
insulatores.
•Whitefish Energy:
36-200 movimos mas equipo a la zona de equipo y materiales en el yard.
moved more equipment into yard. Manejamos el acceso y evaluamos lo
clearance points, encontramos los puntos de comienzo.
•Whitefish Energy:
50-600
Fuimos a la zona de aterrizaje con A.J.Steel. Se colocaron 3 V-String torres
con el Helicoptero. Removimos 4 bases, dos a mano, dos con el backhoe y
rellenamos el hoyo. Desarmamos 4 torres y estan listos para ser
transportados.. Localizamos dos nuevas areas de aterrizajes. 4 torres a ser
transportdas en la mañana. Buscamos y encontramos una zona de
aterrizaje mas cerca a la zona de STR 49 en circuito 50-900 para desmontar
torres. No logramos tener el helicoptero el dia completo.
Planificando instalar rigging en 4 estructuras adicionales en la mañana.
Estaremos moviendo equipo a un nuevo area operacional en la mañana.
Planificamos remover entre 4 y 8 estructuras en la mañana si el helicoptero
esta disponible.

36-200
Nos reunimos con equipo de Whitefish Met y PREPA en circuito 36-200
verificamos puntos abiertos en lugares “Villa Bettina” y “Quebrada Negrito
Subs”. El camino fue aserrado alrededor de la primera estructura que
necesita reparación. Removimos 3 verjas para acceso, arreglamos un poste
dañado y removimos pole butt.
50-900/51-000
Trabajamos en Worked atrapando el cable en Structure 42 en circuito 50100 para log anchors, y removimos el cable de STR 42. La estructura 42
estara lista para ser volada mañana Martes. Nos reunimos con el piloto en
la subestacion. No tuvimos acceso al helicoptero. Volamos con el piloto
para localizer un lugar de aterrizaje apropiado. Instalamos log anchors en
Estructura 41 en 50-100 line, Removimos cable de la Estructura 50. Un
miembro del equipo se reunion con el piloto en la sub-estacion. No tuvimos
acceso al helicoptero.
Equipo de radio llego hoy y evaluamos la zona de trabajo con los
instaladores. Estaremos colocando la base de radio en la planta de Aguirre
y reemplar el repeater en estructura 50900-49. Radio team comenzara la
instalacion mañana para asistir en los problemas de comunicacion que
hemos tenido y nos atrasan todo el proceso.
•Whitefish Energy:
50900
Apoyamos a la compañia ARC escavando a mano los hoyos para las anchor
bases de 10’ de profundidad. El equipo fue mobilizado para continuar
limpiando en STR. 52.
50600
Apoyamos compañia A&J Steel removiendo 3 estructuras
desmantelandolas. Continuamos trabajando limpiando los caminos con
equipo pesado. Estamos trabajando en los pads en la planta de Aguirre
striping, estabilizando y colocando la base. Necesitamos verificar si en el
area de la planta tienen material disponible de la base.

50200
Apoyamos A&J Steel excavando hoy a mano para la base de hole guy wires.
Continuamos trabajando en los pads, en el lado de la carretera hay una
base, si logramos rescatarla, la montaremos en el camion y moverla
bastante rapido. Localizamos 20 camiones de asfalto a 3 calles del area.
Tenemos una base casi terminada. Esperamos terminar la proxima middle
yard. El material que recojimos del area de aterrizaje y usarla para el big
pad. Terminaremos el Jueves si es que logramos llevar la excavadora alli el
Martes.
•Whitefish Energy:
297 terminado y listo para colocarla
271 necesita bases
275 torre esta en proceso de ser armada y necesitamos base
•Whitefish Energy continua trabajando 3000 line PR 1. Hoy instalamos 7
postes y terminamos 25 spans, 13 3-fase y 12 single fases en Caguas.
Planificamos terminar el Miercoles.
50-200
279-terminamos last anchor en la tarde, helicoptero volo hacia la base
donut. El pad esta listo para incluir en la estructura.
271-estructura esta lista solo esperando que llegue la excavadora para
sacara la base 275. Movimos la torre para reconsturir en la zona
operacional pero PREPA no estaba trabajando, y no pudimos contruir el
Puente o trabajar en ello. Pospuesto la terminacion de la torre. (Nota:
nuestro equipo es capaz de trabajar el Puente, pero necesitamos acceso y
autorizacion de este Puente para proceder).
Lina abandonada: Bajamos las 3 torres con ARC y el helicoptero lo volo y
ARC esta listo para mover las lineas 3 abandonadas y desmontar la linea 3 y
sacarlas del area operacional. Volamos las torres en la mañana con el
helicoptero.
•Whitefish Energy recibimos Dodge Ram 5500 y 3 generadores a Puerto
Rico hoy.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 23, 2017 (English)

50-100
STR. 40 – Dug pole holes and anchors, flew in pole and backfilled.
STR. 35 – replaced dead end insulators, new jumper and idler string. Set
115KV pole and dug in 3 out of 4 anchors.
50-200
STR. 282 – Finished dead end insulator change, new jumper and idler
string.
STR. 275 – removed bridge from wire and flew it out with helicopter.
Starting hand digging footer.
Whitefish Energy
• Move mini Excavator to fallen structures and dig anchor foundations
str. 40 at 50-200 line. Will continue working at this structure
tomorrow.
• Move 308 excavator to structure 275 to clear access tomorrow.
• Have complete access to 10 structures at 50-600 hand clearing to
mark access roads. then clear them with dozer, built crane pads.
• Building pads for staging area, continue hauling and spreading base
at Aguirre Power Plant.
• We should complete access to 13 structures by tomorrow at
abandoned line 50-600.
• We had excavator helping holding guy wires of structure 50 to remove
this structure 50-900 line.
• Hand fallers crew work on structure 47 50-100 line.
• Continue clearing access roads at 50-900 line.
•Whitefish Energy
A&J Steel
275- Crews waits until PREPA finished the bridge (morning) was ready to
be picked up and completely assembled, guy wires cut and ready to go,

main foundation out need mini excavator to get foundation out and replace
with the new one 271. Have a landowner issue as far as access that is being
settled.
•Whitefish Energy:
JEA continue working 3000 line PR 1 joined by Kissimmee crew. Today we
installed 9 poles and finished 18 spans, 38, 13, 4 kv.
We worked on Rio Cañas substation.
•Whitefish Energy: 36-200
Sleeved wire and secured back to DE pole. Cleared brush on two spans of
wire. Drove bucket to Ponce to stock with tools
50-600
Worked with DGrimm and A.J. Steel at the LZ near hwy 155. Broke down
two towers for transport. Installed rigging on 4 towers, 4 other towers
prepped to fly out, cutting path to two of them. Dug out 2 foundations to get
ready for removal. LZ prep by 50900 line will start tomorrow.
50-900/50-100 Had to hand cleared paths to access towers near Aguas Buenas.
50-900/50-100
Finished letting down wire off DE on Str# 41 on 51000 3 pole structures is
ready to be flown out, Structure 50900-49 is also ready to be removed.
Cleared wire on Str# 43 and #44. Cleared remaining wire off of Str #50.
continued cutting access with bulldozer
Met with Army about the use of 2 helicopters. Should have support of 1
Black-hawk for removal of foundations on Wednesday and one Chinook on
Thursday for assistance with removal and transport of structures.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 24, 2017 (English)
Whitefish Energy:
50-100
STR 40 – 36. Flew in 3 phases and sleeved into existing conductor. Picked
the wire up and put it in travelers with helicopter. Soft sided the conductor
at STR 36 and are into the hoist on 40 for final sag. Across from STR 34
installed anchor and guy wire to prevent 115 KV 37400 from falling into it
again.
50-200
STR 297 moved master set of grounds to 297 per PREPA request. STR.
removed bridge from wire, cleared and fixed conductor. Set this structure
with helicopter and finalized the guy wires. STR 173 changed out 4 dead
end insulators, 2 jumpers, and 2 idler strings.
36200
Met with Juan Carlos from PREPA to review 38v circuit that was energized that
36200 crosses. We reviewed carefully the access points. Repaired conductor at
STR#32, Repaired insulator fails at Structure numbers 35 and 36. Inspected
Structures 37,38,39,40. More materials were procured in Palo Seco.

50600
Removed one V structure and disassembled for transport, loaded and
transported 1 structure. Installed rigging on 3 pole Structure. Only had access to
Helicopter access today was limited at 50600. Made a plan for removing two
spans of wire to get more DE towers removed

50900/51000
Let wire of STR 42, three pole DE on 51000, continued removing wire from
downed towers 52 and 53, digging down to check for corroded anchor and
digging holes for new anchors. Climbed 15 structure and shook down.
Helicopter support is greatly needed. Having traffic issues due to lines being
flown over the highway.

50200
275 complete and set
271 cleared up situation with land owner for access
297 decided to put new foundation in the side of the hill. While this adds to
the time to finish this section it is better for the long term
Flew materials late night by helicopter to rigging guys on foundation. Just
rig and fly so far south conductor wire on towers permission to start
dropping wire along with conductor work in line instead of jumping towers
just dropping wire and consecutively working through.
Four structures ready to go a day. Chinook will is pick up towers on
Thursdays for delivery.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 25, 2017 (English)
Whitefish Energy:
50-100
STR 40 – 36. Final sag, dead end, clipped and jumped the line. Fixed static
on 34. Flew line with PREPA, found 2 spots with bad wire, sent crews out to
repair, also removed large branch from wire. Removed grounds and locks
from line and turned into PREPA to energize.
50-200
STR 173 changed 2 dead end bells, replaced jumper, and idler string. STR.
238 changed out 2 insulators and repined wire to tower. STR 233 started
repairing static. STR 275 lifted conductor into travelers. STR 271 to 272 and
started sagging the wire.

52100 – 297
Truck used to get the excavator up to dig foundation. When survey was
double-checked the main foundation was moved down the hill 30ft and guy
wires also moved 30ft on survey sheet that did not have an engineer stamp
potentially extending the completion of this structure by 3-4 days.
Structure should be fine in original place with the only movement of one
guy wire.

36200
Secured static at Structure walked out the 3 spans before line crosses river.
Found mono pole that was laid over, found access that needs insulators out.
found end of broken conductor and started clearing brush off of it.
50900/50100
Working on getting access to anchors on Structures 50 and 43. Still working
on STR 45 and 46 on the 50100 cutting wire loose from structures. Cleared
wire off of structure 47. Removed static and fiber off of STR 49 on 50900.
Assisted DGrimm clearing ROW. Repaired two Razors that had broken
belts
50900/5o100
Met with DGrimm to show them where we need access to 122 and 121.
Went to Structure 91, need a helicopter to get wire up. Repaired static at
STR #114 and #115
50600
Setup crane and assisted AJ steel transporting structures. Installed rigging
on Dead End to starting letting wire down, need a Dozer moved over to
break wire. Went to next section of spare line and met with property owner
about making a landing zone.
50900
Help Whitefish setting up foundation and guywires. Finish STR. 40 at
50200 line. Support Mobilized to 50900 North, 308 excavator, 336
excavator
Clear trash and debris from 7606 rd. to Landing Zone on 50900 south line
Built a 250’ X 200’ pad for stage towers at 50900
Continue working on pads at Aguirre Power Plant receive 12 loads of base.
Continue clearing access and building pads to structures and clearing
around str. 49 and 50 at 50900 line. Help ARC digging holes for
foundations all day at 50900.

Hand fallers crew working on flagging guywires for equipment clearance
50900 line.
297 Waiting on the decision for PREPA on foundations that were already
placed.
Set 12 poles and 18 spans between Monacillos and Caguas. Completed all
38 kv 3-phase on 3000 line. Will continue going to Juncos.
The following equipment arrived in San Juan today and although we tried
to get it out, it did not happen, we expect the port to release tomorrow:
UTILITY BUCKET TRUCK
ARC PALLET TWIST TARPS
UTILITY POLE TRAILER
UTILITY POLE DIGGER
POLE TRAILER
UTILITY BUCKET TRUCK
ARC PALLET POCKET BOOK GRIPS
WF PALLET POCKET BOOK GRIPS (2)
DRILL TRUCK
BUCKET MACHINE
BACK YARD MACHINE TRAILER
EMPTY TRAILER
POLE TRAILER
BOOM TRUCK
TEREX
ELLIOT TRACK CRANE
TEREX POLE
KOMATSU PC 360 LC
INTL SEMI
CAT DOZER
CAT DOZER
KENWORTH FLATBED
1994 KENWORTH FLATBED
KOMATSU (4)
BULLDOZER
CAT BULL DOZER
INTL BUCKET BOOM TRUCK

PETERBILT BOOM TRUCK
CAT CHALLENGER 69
PETERBILT TRUCK
KOMATSU DOZER
PETERBILT / DIGGER TRUCK
PETERBILT BOOM TRK
DIGGER TRUCK/ DIGGER TRUCK
TERRY BUCKET
TERRU BOOM TRUCK
INTL DRILL TRUCK
INTL BOOM TRUCK (2)
INTL TRUCK
TRAILER
INTL BUCKET TRUCK (2)
INTL TRUCK (2)
FORD F550 UTILITY
FORD F550
FORD F750 (3)
BUCKET TRUCK FORD
FREIGHTLINER BUCKET TRUCK (2)
FREIGHTLINER DRILL TRUCK
FREIGHTLINER TRUCK (3)
FREIGHTLINER (4)
DODGE RAM (4)
BIG TAX TRAILER
FLAT BED TRUCK (2)
PETERBILT (2)
KOMATSU PC 210 LC
BOOM TRACKS
TEREX TRAC
PANTHER T12 BOOM TRUCK
INTL
CAT DOZER/ DIGGER TRUCK
CAT D8 DOZER
CAT D8H DOZER
BACK YARD MACHINE TRAILER
BOOM TRUCK
STERLING BOOM TRUCK
ARC TRAILER

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 26, 2017 (English)
Whitefish Energy:
50-100
Energized the line.
Crew mobilized to port to move equipment for further deployment.
50-200
Sagged wire, pressed sleeve and clipped in 270, 271, 272.
30% dug new guy foundation, no tower number cleared right away and
located new foundations.70% cleared more access to towers and located
guy wires, Had guys putting together towers at the Salinas yard, starting
taking down towers and by noon was able to start flying in foundations, was
able to take down a total of 10 towers between ARC and ourselves.
297
Foundation are ready .
Went to 50100 working on clearing 50900 and 501000.
36200
Worked 2 Structures off of Camino Los Ramos, Replaced insulators with
polys. Replaced De bells, Sleeved in 90' of 3/0 conductor. Repulled guys
and re attached grounds. Met with Enrique from DGrimm to discuss
bulldozer work for access.
50900/51000/50600
Layed down 7 structures with Sikorski, Flew 8 structures and 3 bases with
Chinooks to LZ by Str 49. Installed rigging on 3 structures to be ready to go.
Dug out 4 anchors and 6 bases. Assisted AJ assemble a tower.

59000/51000
Continued to test anchors and cut paths to anchors.
Prepped old towers to fly out.
Distribution MC
Went to look at Juan Domingo substation 1903 4kv and 13kv, moved
equipment to the Caguas yard.
Others
Set one pole and finished the Monacillos Caguas span. Troubleshot Caguas
to Juncos 300 line. Working on getting material.
Working on access roads at 50900 north by Aguas Buenas Sub
Deliver D61 dozer to 50900 north.
Work on making pad for Landing zone wider wider pad for stage towers at
50900 South. Continue working on pads at Aguirre Power Plant receive 12
loads of base.
Continue clearing access and building pads to structures and clearing
around str. 52 and 53 @50900 line.
Help ARC digging holes for foundations all day at 50900.
Hand fallers crew working on clearing around guywires 50900 line.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 27, 2017 (English)
Whitefish Energy:
Gorman mobilized to port to move equipment to la down yards.
50-200
Flew structure from 302 over to the gravel pit next to 297.
Shook the tower down and measured guy length and they were cut short.
Ran down new roll of guy wire before storm blew in.
Hard rain and lighting delayed progress.
50900 / 51000
Accessed site access and foundations on four towers that have no numbers.
Got road access to three.
36200
Went to Palo Seco for wire and material
Secured 65' pole to use on STR#33. Found anchors at mono pole,
met DGrimm to escort digger and excavator.
Rigged structure to pull up broken phase up.
Started clearing trees off phase as quickly as possible
50900/51000
Worked on making trails to 43,44 on 51000.
Finished anchors on locations 50 and 44 on 50900/51000.
moved track hoe location 52.
Finished removing wire off structures and ready to fly old towers out

50600
Flew 9 Structures and 3 bases to LZ on 5900/51000.
Installed rigging on 7 additional Structures.
Dug out 7 foundations.
Need a Cat when one comes available to wreck out wire
50900/51000
Flew out to Structures 108 and 115 and unclipped wire off of downed towers
on 50900.
cleared wire off structure 73 on 51000.
1903-03 / 36200 Line
Clear Access road to STR. 19. 400’ light clearing 330’ heavy clearing
(30’trees and oversized rock)
50900 north
Continue Working on access roads at 50900 north by Aguas Buenas substation also build a landing zone.
Aguirre Power Plant, 50600
2-250x250 pads built new road from tool booth to electric chair to access
structures 2000’ x 22’.
Pad for ARC 120’ x 50’ for arcs office and ramp 50’x15’ to unload deck.
Continue working on pad spreading base at Aguirre plant, move 360
excavator to load and reuse old base material at that yard by the landing
zone.
50900 South
Excavator digging and setting 4 anchor at str.51, had to make benches to
reach.
Excavator digging and setting 4 anchor on tower 53, did 2 benches to reach.
D3 cut a trail 5 mile long from str. 54 to PR 712. Will make it wider
tomorrow with bigger dozer.

We move D61 and 210 from San Juan Port to 30600 line (Enrique)
Move 360 from San Juan Port to Aguirre Power Plant.
Move D65 From San Juan Port to 50900 South.
Mechanics
David and Felix Worked an D61 Dozer DEF problem and 320 loader Fuel
filters issues. Caterpillar Mechanic worked on fixing track on D6 Dozer.
Will order parts and come back to finish it.
Juan Domingo 1903 Sub Garden Hill Distribtuion JH/MC
Met with engineers Louis Ortiz and Franchesco Bernardo to get blue prints
of Garden Hills 4kv circuit. Drove out the circuit and assessed damage.
Made a material list for engineer. Inspected substation for open points.
Done today 12 concrete poles PR 32 Caguas to Juncos.
Arrived 321 boots on ground in Puerto Rico today.

Whitefish Daily Updates - October 28, 2017 (English)
Whitefish Energy:
50-200
Is complete today.
37-400
Flew line, located and documented structures #’s and damage reports, went
to Palo Seco for material. Located and procured 3 landing zones for
Helicopter operations.
50-200
STR 214 changed out insulator and repined shoe on center phase. (4 hrs)
STR. 297 Flew tower into place caught off and plumbed structure. Picked
wire and put into travelers. Clipped 3 phases and 2 static wires, removed
grounds and d final fly through.
50900 / 51000
Continue working on access and evaluating foundations.
Distribution
12 poles and 15 spans on route PR 32. Continue going east pier one from
Caguas to Juncos. We talked to Roberto to start working on circuits
Humacao and the hardest part of that will be material.
56000
Assisted AJ Steel, Flew out 3 foundations and one structure. Dug out 3
bases and 6 anchors. Back filled all excavations, cut paths to 4 more
structures.

59000/51000
Went to landing zone and waited for Chopper, found out he was sent up
North and wouldn't be available until noon. Cleared wire off of STR 108 on
51000. Inspected STR 61 on 50900, Got a plan for STR 64 on the 51000
line.
59000/51000
Met with Army for a preflight safety meeting. Flew out STR# 49 on 50900
and STR 42 and 43 on 51000. Flew 3 bases in to STR 49. Working on access
to anchors at STR 52 and 53 on 50900,and STR 45 and 46 on 51000.
Garden Hills 4kv
Inventoried trucks and moved out of port, Had a crew push over and secure
a pole in the Aguirre power plant that was blocking road and hook up
power to office trailers in the show-up yard. Met with Roberto Garay
engineer for PREPA.
36200
Picked up 6060 digger and pole trailer, went to Palo Seco to haul 65 ft wood
pole and load cross arms. Set new pole and straightened existing pole.
36200
Production 800' ft light clearing, 500 heavy clearing. Structures Done 20 &
21. One of the cables still lay down, waiting for guys to get wire picked up to
continue clearing on between structure 19 & 20.
50900 north
Continue Working on access roads at 50900 north by Aguas Buenas substation also build a landing zone.

50600
Aguirre Power Plant
Work on new access road for ARC 22’ wide x 600’ long road.
Work on widening a 40x20 area for temporary entrance and build a gate,
Area was cleaned by hand using chainsaws also removed 60 lf of guard rail
to make entrance. Worked on 3 landing zones
1) 300x200
2)400x200
3)200x100 all of this pads were heavy clearing.
Helicopter flu mini excavator to start excavating anchors.
50900 South
Pulled and tested 15 anchors
D65 cut 3000’ of road
D65 cut access roads to structures closest to the landing zones
Move 2 D65 from Carolina Yard to 50900 South
Mechanics
David and Feli worked fixing seals on the Grey tractor.
Arrived in Puerto Rico today:
Light Poles with Trailer
Digger Truck
Trailer on Truck
Pole Digger Truck
Trailer on dig truck
Plow Digger Truck
Trailer on Dig Truck
ARC pallet Tools (6)
Relief Supplies
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Daily Report
Work Completed
Today

Civil
Mumme(50900): Moved D65 and D61 from 50900 to 50300.
Nunez(50900/51000): North constructing access roads at Aguas Buenas substation.
Serrano(50900): Move D65 dozer from 50900 South to 30600 to begin working on access roads and remove old
structure foundations. Recycling base material at Aguirre plant for use on staging yard to make up for slow delivery of
material.
Ytuarte(50900): 1200’ of access road to support LZ’s. 2500’ of access road to STR 56. 3000’ of access to PR 172.
Excavate 2 anchors at STR 54.
Zenon(36200): Mobilize 210 and D61 from STR 21 to 22. 100’ of light clearing. 500’ of heavy clearing. 500’ of hand
clearing. Mobilize D61 from STR 22 to 23.
Iron Workers
50900 & 50100:
(18.2425370, -66.1070990) Accessed all guy foundation and no guy foundations need to be replaced
(18.2408775,-66.1078490) accessed and no guy foundations need to be replaced
(18.2384320,-66.1088800) accessed guy foundations 1 foundation was pulled out of the ground the rest did not need to
be replaced
(18.2307758, -66.1088800) two guy foundations need to be replaced one is rusted through and the other was washed
away
(18.2255172,-66.1152244) accessed two towers need to replace 8 foundations each tower has rusted or bent
foundations.
(18.2350311,-66.1105373) Chopper flew in four towers and foundations, first load was two bridges and arms with found
peaks, second loads was two sets of legs, third load was completed 80’ tower, Last two loads were main foundations
Finished 2 and half towers fly damaged material off the side of the hill.
Powerline
50900L / 51000L/50600L: Crew 1: Went to LZ and got rigging and crews ready to fly. Hiked to Str 113 on the 51000
line and removed wire off tower. Hiked to 80,81, and 82 and cleared trees off of static. Crew 2: Removed downed
tower 50,51,52,53,54 with Helicopter on 59000. Removed downed towers 38,39,44,45,46,47,48 with helicopter on the
51000. Inspected anchors at Str 52,53,46, and 47 Crew 3: Met with Chinook pilots for safety meeting, Weather shut
things down, and after weather cleared Pilot had a Sinus problem so he could not fly due to non-occupational health
issues. Prepped one Str for flight as well as 4 bases and a bundle of guy wire. Cut access to 9 additional structures on
the 50600 spare line.Crew 4: Moved equipment to LZ in Aguas Buenas. Worked on material list and work plan.
Juan Domingo 1903: Went to Carolina and got all trucks moved and accessible. Inventoried trucks on tools. Moved all
poles off of road heading into Aguire power plant to make traffic and driving easier.
37400L: Remove locks on the 50200 first thing in the AM. T-45, T-48, T- 49 wrecked out dead ends and tangents.
Flew out entire circuit and did our own mapping and circuit numbering. Framed T-22 and T-31.
51000L: Flew half the line out. Getting mapping done and material lists together.
36200L: Finished Str 4, resagged wire at Str 3, Met with DGrimm on pad at Str 22, located access for Structures 2337.
3000L: PR 1 and PR 32 (Set 11 Poles and reconductored 15 spans, double circuit.):
N18.208294. W066.048239 to N18.202397, W066.051497
•
Set 11 50’ C poles between these coordinates. This is along PR 52 South of Caguas. In addition to setting
the poles they were all framed for the 13.2kv and 4kv. There were an additional 5 spans that the equipment and wire
needed to be replaced but the poles just needed to be straightened.
•
We will continue on this section of the circuit 3000. Finishing up this section.
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Daily Report
Work Planned for
Tomorrow

Civil
50900: Continue working on 50900 South ROW clearing and access roads.
50900: Continue 50900 North ROW clearing and access roads south.
36200: Complete clearing at STR 23
50600: Access roads and clearing

Iron Workers
50900/50100: Continue assisting with the removal of structures from the abandoned line. Work with Chinook to fly miniexcavators onto 51000 and 50900 lines.
Powerline
50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Crews will continue to clear right-of-way to structures. They will continue to fly structures.
Start work on T- 119, T- 70, T- 57.
Juan Diego 1903 13/4kV: Continue assessment and locating/staging material. Begin Construction. Develop material
list to give to PREPA.
32600: Continue cutting access and prepping to utilize steel poles on the 32600
37400L: T-57, T- 58, T- 60 (Whitefish Structure Numbers)
36200L: Continue work from Str 23-37
3000L: Complete work on section of 3000 Line from Cuagas City Limits to Junco.
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Daily Report
1 Week Look
Ahead (Oct 28Nov3)

50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Continue to work on road access, ROW access, start decommissioning towers
on 50600L for rebuild on 50900L.
50200L: Finish Str 297 & Energize Circuit
37400L: Continue to rebuild monopoles.
36200L: Start to rebuild STR’s
1903-02L: Receive Work Order and begin rebuild
32600L: Continue working on access, damage assessment and rebuild
51000L: Continue to work on road access, ROW access, start to decommission towers on 50600L for rebuild on
50900L.
3000L: Continue to remove damaged poles, rebuild/set and restring conductor

Visitors

PREPA
Inspectors

Sub-Contractors

Safety Issues
(Near misses,
incidents, issues,
concerns

Notes

Juan Domingo Sub 1903: Roberto Garay
3000L: Frankie Lopes – PREPA Eng. Approving changes

Juan Domingo Sub 1903: Roberto Garay
3000L: Frankie Lopes – PREPA Eng. Approving changes
50900&51000: Jose Marquez
37400: Jose Marquez
36200: TBA
32600: TBA
50200 & 50100: Jose Marquez
50800:TBA
Arc American
DGrimm
Jacksonville Electric Authority
A&J Steel
Kissimmee Utility Authority
High Line Helicopters
CHI Aviation
Sun Dance Helicopter
HillBilly Tours
Heart Utilities
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Slips, trips and falls due to muddy conditions
Sharp and/or Poisonous plants further complicate slip hazard
Communications due to lack of cell service and radio contact
Flat tires due to rocky terrain
Hydration due to warmer weather
Lightning
Traffic
Flash Floods
Fatigue as crews are working long hours. Breaks are taken as required and as needed.
All work zones are to be tested and grounded before work proceeds, to alleviate potential back-feeding from
unknown sources.

1.
2.

Traffic is hampering our ability to efficiently move machines.
Extended morning and evening travel times due to traffic and locations of hotels.
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Daily Report

Engineering
Discrepancies
(ED)
Open (Op) or
Close (Cl)

Possible delays
to schedule
(PDS)
Open (Op) or
Close (Cl)

3.
4.
5.
6.

Stuck trucks in rough ROW.
Crews are beginning to note slowed production due to material shortages.
Need Release number for Juan Domingo 1903 Circuit and the 3000L circuit.
More helicopters are required for most circuits/crews
a. (Qty 1ea) S-61 and MD 600 arrived today.

1.

38600L Whitefish have begun talks with PREPA Jose A Marquez proposing a solution to build single poles with
post insulators in lieu of the fallen H-Frames. This proposal could potentially speed up the recovery time to get
this 115kV line back in service. PREPA Engineering to review the REA specifications for wood poles, stub and
anchors logs and advise (Oct 23 - Op)
50200L Engineering issues continue with Str 297 anchors (Op Oct 25 – Cl Oct 27)
The STR #’s listed on the PREPA issued Daily Progress Report Matrix vs the actual STR # installed on each tower
do not match. A soon-to-be consolidated list will be provided by Whitefish to create a baseline when reporting
STR # progress. (Oct 20 - Op).
a. Site will be utilizing the GAIA GPS app to facilitate and create waypoints to further standardize reporting
and STR #’s (Oct 21 - Op).

2.
3.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

50200L PREPA’s Jose A Marquez to look into issue with private lands and ATT access and advise Whitefish as to
the course of action (Op. Oct 23 – Cl Oct 28)
a. Extended delays due to engineering issues with anchors at Str 297
Per Jose A Marquez the abandoned 50600L will be mainly used to rebuild 50900L and 51000L aluminum towers.
A large portion of conductors, insulators and associated hardware will be reused for this rebuild (Oct 20 - Op).
Lack of material quantities and utilizing/reusing existing pole/tower stripping/hardware to rebuild new towers/poles
(Oct 20 – Op)
Equipment being held up at coastal ports due to port schedules and deployment delays (Oct 20 – Op)
Crews delayed waiting for equipment to be available at port. (Oct 26 – Op)
Sourcing and gaining commitments for more medium to heavy airlift helicopters (Oct 20 – Op… partly closed, see
Note 5).

Prepared by

Dan Mayne, Project Manager

Reviewed by

Lyman Zollinger, Senior Project Manager
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Whitefish Daily Updates - October 30, 2017 (English)
Whitefish Energy:
51000
Fly in new towers and started setting foundations in Aguas Buenas.
59000-50%51000-50%
18.2425370, -66.1070990) Accessed all guy foundation and no guy
foundations need to be replaced
18.2408775,-66.1078490) accessed and no guy foundations need to be
replaced
18.2384320,-66.1088800) accessed guy foundations 1 foundation was
pulled out of the ground the rest did not need to be replaced
18.2307758, -66.1088800) two guy foundations need to be replaced one is
rusted through and the other was washed away
18.2255172,-66.1152244) accessed two towers need to replace 8
foundations each tower has rusted or bent foundations.
18.2350311,-66.1105373) Chopper flew in four towers and foundations, first
load was two bridges and arms with found peaks, second loads was two sets
of legs, third load was completed 80’ tower, Last two loads were main
foundations
17.59’’39.3”N)Finished 2 and half towers fly damaged material off the side
of the hill
17.9962,-66.1438) pulled out foundation but had to dig deeper to fit the
new foundations
50900/51000

Dug down and inspected anchor rods at Str#46,47,48,52,53 on 51000 line
50900/51000
Went to the LZ and started inspecting towers from Sub North on 51000
line. Helicopters were shut down due to rain and lighting
50600
Flew 4 foundations to Aguas Buenas and 1 partial Structure. Installed
travelers on tangent Structure in preparation to let down wire. Set up Dozer
to let down wire. Dozed pad for crane setup.
Garden Hills 4kv
Moved trucks from Carolina Yard to Cauguas. Tooled up trucks. Traffic
delays for 5 hours
36200
Picked up 90' bucket from Carolina yard, spent 6 hours clearing row for
access. Existing sleeve was installed improperly and had to be resleeved
and pulled up between Structure 19 and 20. Caught wire off to Structure 20
and secured Str 21 with digger truck.
IssuesHelicopters did not show up in the morning. Rain and Lighting for 5 hours.
We need fuel and DEF in Cauguas. Our lowboy is down and mechanic says
that there is sand in the fuel. Employees have informed us that their trucks
have been showing up on the island missing tools and personal items
Distribution
5 poles and 16 spans on route PR 32. Continue going east pier one from
Caguas to Juncos. We got material.

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 2, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
50900: STR 53: Mobilize equipment STR 39 Clearing danger trees and access.
Excavate for anchors. Construct access roads. STR 38 Clear danger trees by hand and
machine STR 55 Clearing and access for STR
51000: STR 80 Hand clearing and building access STR 79 Hand clearing and removing
danger trees while constructing access road STR 127 Excavate place and backfill anchors
STR 50 Excavate for base installation
36200: STR 11 Remove danger trees, construct access road and crane pad STR 37
Remove danger trees, construct access road, clear crane pad and grade
Iron Workers
50900(AGUAS BUENAS): Str 121: Changed height from 60ft to 80ft, missing top
bridge and bottom sections for legs Str 124: Cleared path and dug two holes for anchors
Str 126: Survey crew came out and located anchor will be ready to set tomorrow Str 127:
Ready to set tomorrow Str 128: Put in anchor and foundation, cut guy wires and checked
tower, put 5’ extensions on, ready to set tomorrow
50900(GUAYAMA): Str 38: finished installing foundations. Prepped tower to set.
Guy wire needed to be unburied. Slow process due to cable being buried in the ground
and compacted. Dozer had to come back up the hill. Started to use dozer will finish
tomorrow. Str 39: Start moving boulder on the side of the mountain, made path to
foundations, started to dig foundations out Str 40: Located all foundations for structure.
One guy wire foundation needs to be replaced.
ABANDONED LINE: Dug out 6 of the guy wire foundations with mini excavator. 2
guy wire foundations still need to be dug
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1 (51000): T-121 set new tower. T123 – T119 cleared conductor and static from
51000 that was wind wrapped on 50900. Delayed waiting on survey by PREPA for new
anchors.

Crew 2 (51000): Assisted AJ Steel on the 51000 Line at structure 38, 39. Moved wire
and assisted with anchor and base installations. Went to structure 42 to re-work bases
on all 3 of the structures there. Walked out center phase of bundle to prep for splicing
center phase. Worked with PREPA on installation of 1 base. Helicopter was scheduled
for earlier in the day but did not arrive until 16:30. Prepared bases to be removed at
structure 51. Got sag-cat (bulldozer w winches) moved into position to sag back and
sleeve wire. Moved flex bucket and digger from toll road entrance at right-of-way up to
structure 49 area. Went back through section of line and found more issues that have
not been documented.
Crew 3: 50900 (Guayama): Worked with civil and iron crews on the abandoned
50600 Line. Prepped all anchors for transport at (N18.062035, W66.532578.) Cleared
remaining wire that was let down in order to prepare structures to fly out from farmers
field in the same location. Moved equipment to 3 pole dead end structure at N18.06456,
W66.54501. These structures will be used on the 51000 line. Set up crane to remove the
3 pole structure tomorrow at this location. Weather delays caused excessive amounts of
mud and halted progress. Went to Aguirre power plant to move excavator with tractor
trailer.
Crew 4: 51000(Guayama): Tested and grounded the 57000 line due to conductor
repairs that needed to be made on the 51000 line where it was crossing the 57000. Flew
men to structures 6,7&8 on the 51000 line to hang blocks. Gained access to structure 8
with crane. Let the wire down on this structure to prep for splice. Used track digger to
pull conductors out of trees from structure 51000- 7 to structure 51000- 8. Pulled wire
off the 57000. Ready to splice and pull back up to structure 51000-8.
Juan Domingo 1903: (1903-03): Verified all repairs had been completed yesterday
on circuit 1903-03. Tested and grounded primary. Found 2 rear lot poles were broken
and will need to be changed out. Used rope and pole gin to remove old transformers on
poles and free up primary and secondaries. Cleared brush from pole and surrounding
areas to be able to access. Freed up wire and tried to pull pole stub to make hole for new
pole. Planning to leave pole stub at this location for communications still attached.
Assessed more damage and found pole 86 had a phase roll in the wire because of pole 83
construction. Pole 85: picked up house service and re-spliced. Pole 83: Re-sagged
secondary, re-attached primary lead from transformer. Pole 81: Cleared up jumpers
laying on cross arm and cleared up hot legs laying on the neutral. Pole 80: Pole broken
off at ground level. Cleared up old pole and removed transformer from the ground. Pole
ready to be set. Pole 78: Broken buck pole. Working on finding a way to access with rear
lot equipment. Pole 55: Replaced broken lift pole fed by this pole. Transferred
conductors to new pole. Had to cut down service wire and sleeve around downed tree.
Tested and grounded circuit intersection of Union & Club Drive. Used backyard
machine to access pole line. Installed sleeves in 2 spans of primary and re-sagged 4
spans. Trimmed trees at 3 other locations. Replaced one span of neutral conductor that
was damaged. Re-sagged one span of open wire secondary and installed to dead end
pole. Reconnected 2 house services that were on the ground. Had to remove tree and
take down a fence to get backyard machine out of easement. Removed and re-installed

broken cutouts. Re-fused doors in the cutout. Removed grounds and re-fused laterals.
Replaced jumpers and leads on transformer. Spliced secondary service. Hand dug new
anchor for dead-end pole that was pulled. Straightened leaning pole. Re-sagged several
spans of 3 phase Hendrix cable.
37400L:
T-22: Cut out and added 50’ of wire that was bad on 3 phases. Flew in mini excavator,
dug out pole base and flew it out. T-3: Changed out to idler strings. T-45: Continued
hand digging around pole base.
36200L: Finished excavating at structure 23. Pulled pole back to plumb with 2 digger
trucks and a 6-ton hoist. Reattached six guys to the structure. Backfilled pole hole with
gravel. Installed one new guy to the south of the structure. Moved equipment to
structure 22. Straightened mono pole at this location. Moved equipment to sub to work
on structures 10 &14.
5300L(Juncos):
• Framed poles for 38kv, 13.2kv and 4kv
• Pulled in 15 spans of 38KV wire and 20 spans of 13.2/4kV wire. Clipped in.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: Continue constructing access roads.
36200: Access roads and crane pads.
Iron Workers
51000: Install ground rod/wire for #128 and finish digging foundation, erect tower 127
Powerline
50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Start work on T-122, T-115 and T-83. Continue to fly
structures off 50600 and clear right of way.
Juan Diego 1903 13/4kV: Continue work on 1903-03 and 1903-02 circuits.
37400L: T-45, T- 22, ROW Access work and clearing
36200L: Continue work from Str 23-37
5300L: Continue working on 5300 in Juncos

One Week Look Ahead
Civil
51000: Continue constructing access roads. 36200: Access roads and crane pads.
Iron Workers 51000: Finish pulling guy wire out on 38, finish digging foundations
and setting towers.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Set Str 120 & 122. Continue to fly
structures off 50600 and clear right of way.
Juan Diego 1903 13/4kV: Continue work on 1903-03 and 1903-02 circuits.
37400L: Continue digging around pole bases with mini excavator and by hand.
36200L: Continue work from Str 23-37
5300L: Continue working on 5300 in Juncos. Expect to complete current section.

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 1, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000: STR 80 hand clearing to and around STR. STR 79 construct access road. STR
126 Excavate and install anchors. STR 124 Excavate and install anchors. STR 55 Moved
stockpiled base at Aguirre yard. Backfill guy anchor foundations-construct access road
from STR to PR 712. STR 154 Clearing and access by hand and machine. STR 155
Clearing and access by hand and machine STR 55 STR 51 Hand clearing and machine
clearing at STR
36200: STR 32 Hand clearing and machine clearing to STR. Construct access road and
build crane pad. STR 34 Hand clearing and machine clearing at STR. Build crane pad
and prep access road. STR 36 Remove danger trees near lines and STR

Iron Workers
51000(Aguas Buenas): Moved material around site removed towers from abandon
line, took towers from spare line apart to make correct height for use on the 51000 Str
126: cut guy wires on tower Str 127: cut guy wire cables for tower support, placed
foundation, PREPA jeep broke down right in front of tower Str 128: took apart a 90’
tower to make a 70’ tower, need to get (Qty 2) 5’ extensions from PREPA to complete
this tower, discussed this with Renee at the PREPA yard and ordered them.
51000 (GUAYAMA):
Str 38: used excavator to clear area around tower finally found foundation and was able
to dig out foundation Str 39: started to clear with excavator but the rock and boulders
around towers were to loose going to have to do by hand Str 42: built dead end tower to
length in Salinas yard, cut cable to length, started to take foundations un the hill using
forklift but could not make it Str 44: - rolled up tangled ground wires Str 49: built dead
end tower to length in Salinas yard, cut cable to length
Abandoned Line (Ponce): Marked foundation with marking tape, cleared a way too
tower from road. Access tower for rigging and climbing. Rig tower for transport by
helicopter. Delayed waiting for helicopter to arrive. AbandonLine (Ponce) :18.0662,66.5546- locate route to tower, assess tower damage

Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1: (50-900/T-123) Removed wire from structure to help fix T-122. Removed wire
from T-121 and flew it out. Removed wire from T-118 and flew it out.
Crew 2: (50900/Guayama) - Flew men to structures 60 & 61. Removed damaged wire
from structures and flew them out.
(51000/Guayama) - Flew men out to structures 55,56 ,57,58. Removed damaged wire
from 56 and 57. Removed and flew out towers. Rigging is installed on structures 55,58
ready to fly out tomorrow if helicopter is available. Flew men to structure 59. Removed
wire of structure and rigged tower in preparation for removal.
Crew 3: 50900 (Guayama): Spread conductor at structure 52 with flex digger. Placed
temp log anchors at structure 51. Gathered salvageable material from 50900 to reuse
due to material shortages. Placed flex digger at Str 52 to use as temp anchor. Helicopter
was tied up on other end of line. Will need helicopter to continue progress.
51000 (Guayama): Disassembled salvageable parts from Str 41 and Str 42 to re-use on
the new structures once they are replaced. Found and repaired broken conductor on
center phase.
Crew 4: 50600(Guayama): Flew 7 anchors to 50900 LZ. Flew 1 foundation. Cut path
and installed rigging on Type 2 V structure. Cut path and installed rigging on 3 pole DE
Structure. Flew guy wire to LZ. Cut path and installed rigging on Type 1 V structure. Cut
path and installed rigging on Type 1 . Have 3 - 3 pole structures ready to fly and 4 V
structures as well as 11 foundations.
Juan Domingo 1903:
Crew 1: Changed out 4 switches in various locations. Repaired numerous secondary
splices. Re-sagged four spans of three phase conductor. Gained access to next location
for tomorrows work. Replace some wire that had been stolen from the site, about three
spans (400'.) Repaired about 5 spans of hendrix cable to finish up the section. Had to
change out a 371/2 kVa transformer, 2 switches and about 200' of service wire.

Crew 2: Set a 45' pole in an easement. Pulled in 4 spans of triplex and set a new
transformer. Repaired broken secondary pole using a cross-arm. Removed old
transformer and transformer pad. Finished installing an anchor and guy. Repaired 600'
of 3 phase wire. Had to climb all the poles. Repaired 60’ of triplex. Also climbed and
repaired 3 spans of three phase primary and some secondary.
37400L: T- 31: Changed out dead insulators and installed new jumpers/loops. T-22:
Flew out old pole and hand dug bottom of old hole to make ready for new pole. T-45:
Cleared brush for ROW to gain access. flew out old pole and hand dug bottom of old
hole to make ready for new pole. T-22: Cleared brush on ROW to gain access. T-48
Cleared brush for ROW to gain access. T-49 Cleared brush for ROW to gain access.
36200L: Worked at Str 21. Cleared access and work zone. Structure is located on
cliffside. Pole ready for removal tomorrow.
5300L: Received materials from PREPA. Set seven steel poles, pulled in new conductor
and clipped in five poles. Pole at was relocated due to customer request and approved by
PREPA.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: Continue constructing access roads. 36200: Access roads and crane pads.
Iron Workers
50900: Continue with structure assembly and foundation replacement
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Start work on T-122, T-115 and T-83.
Continue to fly structures off 50600 and clear right of way.
Juan Diego 1903 13/4kV: Continue work on 1903-03 and 1903-02 circuits.
37400L: T-45, T- 22, ROW Access work and clearing
36200L: Continue work from Str 23-37

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 3, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
50900: STR 53: Mobilize equipment STR 39 Clearing danger trees and access.
Excavate for anchors. Construct access roads. STR 38 Clear danger trees by hand and
machine STR 55 Clearing and access for STR
51000: STR 80 Hand clearing and building access STR 79 Hand clearing and removing
danger trees while constructing access road STR 127 Excavate place and backfill anchors
STR 50 Excavate for base installation.
36200: STR 11 Remove danger trees, construct access road and crane pad STR 37
Remove danger trees, construct access road, clear crane pad and grade
Iron Workers
50900(AGUAS BUENAS): Str 121: Changed height from 60ft to 80ft, missing top
bridge and bottom sections for legs Str 124: Cleared path and dug two holes for anchors
Str 126: Survey crew came out and located anchor will be ready to set tomorrow Str 127:
Ready to set tomorrow Str 128: Put in anchor and foundation, cut guy wires and checked
tower, put 5’ extensions on, ready to set tomorrow
50900(GUAYAMA): Str 38: finished installing foundations. Prepped tower to set.
Guy wire needed to be unburied. Slow process due to cable being buried in the ground
and compacted. Dozer had to come back up the hill. Started to use dozer will finish
tomorrow. Str 39: Start moving boulder on the side of the mountain, made path to
foundations, started to dig foundations out Str 40: Located all foundations for structure.
One guy wire foundation needs to be replaced.
ABANDONED LINE: Dug out 6 of the guy wire foundations with mini excavator. 2
guy wire foundations still need to be dug

Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1 (51000): T-121 set new tower. T123 – T119 cleared conductor and static from
51000 that was wind wrapped on 50900. Delayed waiting on survey by PREPA for new
anchors.
Crew 2 (51000): Assisted AJ Steel on the 51000 Line at structure 38, 39. Moved wire
and assisted with anchor and base installations. Went to structure 42 to re-work bases
on all 3 of the structures there. Walked out center phase of bundle to prep for splicing
center phase. Worked with PREPA on installation of 1 base. Helicopter was scheduled
for earlier in the day but did not arrive until 16:30. Prepared bases to be removed at
structure 51. Got sag-cat(bulldozer w winches) moved into position to sag back and
sleeve wire. Moved flex bucket and digger from toll road entrance at right-of-way up to
structure 49 area. Went back through section of line and found more issues that have
not been documented.
Crew 3 (50900 - Guayama): Worked with civil and iron crews on the abandoned
50600 Line. Prepped all anchors for transport. Cleared remaining wire that was let
down in order to prepare structures to fly out from farmers field in the same location.
Moved equipment to 3 pole dead end structure. These structures will be used on the
51000 line. Set up crane to remove the 3 pole structure tomorrow at this location.
Weather delays caused excessive amounts of mud and halted progress. Went to Aguirre
power plant to move excavator with tractor trailer.
Crew 4: 51000(Guayama): Tested and grounded the 57000 line due to conductor
repairs that needed to be made on the 51000 line where it was crossing the 57000. Flew
men to structures 6,7&8 on the 51000 line to hang blocks. Gained access to structure 8
with crane. Let the wire down on this structure to prep for splice. Used track digger to
pull conductors out of trees from structure 51000- 7 to structure 51000- 8. Pulled wire
off the 57000. Ready to splice and pull back up to structure 51000-8.
Juan Domingo 1903: (1903-03): Verified all repairs had been completed yesterday
on circuit 1903-03. Tested and grounded primary. Found 2 rear lot poles were broken
and will need to be changed out. Used rope and pole gin to remove old transformers on
poles and free up primary and secondaries. Cleared brush from pole and surrounding
areas to be able to access. Freed up wire and tried to pull pole stub to make hole for new
pole. Will need jackhammer or chop saw in the morning for one pole. Planning to leave
pole stub at this location for communications still attached. Assessed more damage and
found pole 86 had a phase roll in the wire because of pole 83 construction. Pole 85:
picked up house service and re-spliced. Pole 83: Re-sagged secondary, re-attached
primary lead from transformer. Pole 81: Cleared up jumpers laying on cross arm and
cleared up hot legs laying on the neutral. Pole 80: Pole broken off at ground level.
Cleared up old pole and removed transformer from the ground. Pole ready to be set.
Pole 78: Broken buck pole. Working on finding a way to access with rear lot equipment.

Pole 55: Replaced broken lift pole fed by this pole. Transferred conductors to new pole.
Had to cut down service wire and sleeve around downed tree. Tested and grounded
circuit intersection of Union & Club Drive. Used backyard machine to access pole line.
Installed sleeves in 2 spans of primary and re-sagged 4 spans. Trimmed trees at 3 other
locations. Replaced one span of neutral conductor that was damaged. Re-sagged one
span of open wire secondary and installed to dead end pole. Reconnected 2 house
services that were on the ground. Had to remove tree and take down a fence to get
backyard machine out of easement. Removed and re-installed broken cutouts. Re-fused
doors in the cutout. Removed grounds and re-fused laterals. Replaced jumpers and
leads on transformer. Spliced secondary service. Hand dug new anchor for dead-end
pole that was pulled. Straightened leaning pole. Re-sagged several spans of 3 phase
Hendrix cable.
37400L: T-22: Cut out and added 50’ of wire that was bad on 3 phases. Flew in mini
excavator, dug out pole base and flew it out. T-3: Changed out to idler strings. T-45:
Continued hand digging around pole base.
36200L: Finished excavating at structure 23. Pulled pole back to plumb with 2 digger
trucks and a 6-ton hoist. Reattached six guys to the structure. Backfilled pole hole with
gravel. Installed one new guy to the south of the structure. Moved equipment to
structure 22. Straightened mono pole at this location. Moved equipment to sub to work
on structures 10 &14.
5300L(Juncos): Framed poles for 38kv, 13.2kv and 4kv. Pulled in 15 spans of 38KV
wire and 20 spans of 13.2/4kV wire. Clipped in.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: Continue constructing access roads.
36200: Access roads and crane pads.
Iron Workers
51000: Finish pulling guy wire out on 38, finish digging foundations and setting
towers.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Set Str 120 & 122. Continue to fly
structures off 50600 and clear right of way.

Juan Diego 1903 13/4kV: Continue work on 1903-03 and 1903-02 circuits.
37400L: Continue digging around pole bases with mini excavator and by hand.
36200L: Continue work from Str 23-37
5300L: Continue working on 5300 in Juncos. Expect to complete current section.

1 Week Look Ahead (Oct 28-Nov3)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Begin work on Structures T-119, T-70 and T57
50200L: Finish Str 297 & Energize Circuit
37400L: Begin work on structures T-57, T-58 and T-60.
36200L: Start to rebuild STR’s
1903-02L: Receive Work Order and begin rebuild
32600L: Continue working on access, damage assessment and rebuild
51000L: Continue to work on road access, ROW access, start to decommission towers
on 50600L for rebuild on 50900L.
3000L: Continue to remove damaged poles, rebuild/set and restring conductor

5300L: Continue working on 5300 in Juncos

1 Week Look Ahead (Oct 28Nov3)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Begin work on Structures T-119, T-70, T-57
50200L: Finish Str 297 & Energize Circuit
37400L: Begin work on structures T-57, T-58 and T-60.
36200L: Start to rebuild STR’s
1903-02L: Receive Work Order and begin rebuild
32600L: Continue working on access, damage assessment and rebuild
51000L: Continue to work on road access, ROW access, start to decommission towers
on 50600L for rebuild on 50900L.
3000L: Continue to remove damaged poles, rebuild/set and restring conductor

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 4, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
50900:
STR 14 Mobilize equipment
STR 124 Excavate place and backfill anchors
STR 39 Clearing danger trees and access. Assist with installation of anchors.
STR 38 Clear danger trees by hand and machine. Remove fallen tower and assist with
installation of anchors.
STR 55 Clearing danger trees and building access to PR 712
51000:
STR 80 Grading landing zone
STR 79 Hand clearing and removing danger trees while constructing access road
STR 50 Remove existing foundation and install new foundation.
36200:
STR 14 Remove danger trees, construct access road and crane pad
STR 37 Remove danger trees, construct access road, clear crane pad and grade
Iron Workers
51000 (GUAYAMA):
Str 38: Dug up buried guy wire cable and set tower.
Str 39: Cleared access into structure. Set foundation on guy wire foundation and main
foundation. The tower will be ready to set tomorrow.
Str 40: Took out main foundation, set new foundation, dug out guy were foundations
Str 50: Assessed tower. Checked guy wire. Identified damage to turn buckle
Str 51: Assessed tower. Missing one anchor and three guy wires.
51000 (Aguas Buenas):
Str 121: Moved tower in place for erection. Need to wait on bridge for Type 2 Tower.
Str 126: Put grips on tower. Ready to be set.
Str 128: Put guy wires on tower. Put grips on tower. Set tower.
Abandon Line (18.0658,-66.5323): Backfill one of the guy wire foundation holes.
Relocate each guy wire foundation to the outside of gate to be loaded up by cruisers. Met
with ARC and pilots to review flight plan.

(18,0666,-66.5302): Climb tower and set up rigging for flight. Flew tower to lay down
yard. Dig up tower foundation and back fill hole. Dig up 2 guy wire foundations and
back fill hole. Flew tower foundation to laydown yard.
(18.0678,-66.5276): Rig up tower and flew it to the lay down yard. Dug up 3 tower
foundations and back-filled the holes. Fly foundations to lay down yard.
Powerline
50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1 (51000): T-122 cut in access to anchors and flew in tools to catch tower off.
Flew in and set tower. Plumbed tower and tensioned guy wires.
Civil
50900:
STR 14 Mobilize equipment
STR 124 Excavate place and backfill anchors
STR 39 Clearing danger trees and access. Assist with installation of anchors.
STR 38 Clear danger trees by hand and machine. Remove fallen tower and assist with
installation of anchors.
STR 55 Clearing danger trees and building access to PR 712
51000:
STR 80 Grading landing zone
STR 79 Hand clearing and removing danger trees while constructing access road
STR 50 Remove existing foundation and install new foundation.
36200:
STR 14 Remove danger trees, construct access road and crane pad
STR 37 Remove danger trees, construct access road, clear crane pad and grade
Iron Workers
51000 (GUAYAMA):
Str 38: Dug up buried guy wire cable and set tower.
Str 39: Cleared access into structure. Set foundation on guy wire foundation and main
foundation. The tower will be ready to set tomorrow.
Str 40: Took out main foundation, set new foundation, dug out guy were foundations
Str 50: Assessed tower. Checked guy wire. Identified damage to turn buckle
Str 51: Assessed tower. Missing one anchor and three guy wires.

51000 (Aguas Buenas):
Str 121: Moved tower in place for erection. Need to wait on bridge for Type 2 Tower.
Str 126: Put grips on tower. Ready to be set.
Str 128: Put guy wires on tower. Put grips on tower. Set tower.
Abandon Line (18.0658,-66.5323): Backfill one of the guy wire foundation holes.
Relocate each guy wire foundation to the outside of gate to be loaded up by cruisers. Met
with ARC and pilots to review flight plan.
(18,0666,-66.5302): Climb tower and set up rigging for flight. Flew tower to lay down
yard. Dig up tower foundation and back fill hole. Dig up 2 guy wire foundations and
back fill hole. Flew tower foundation to laydown yard.
(18.0678,-66.5276): Rig up tower and flew it to the lay down yard. Dug up 3 tower
foundations and back-filled the holes. Fly foundations to lay down yard.
Powerline
50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1 (51000): T-122 cut in access to anchors and flew in tools to catch tower off.
Flew in and set tower. Plumbed tower and tensioned guy wires.
Crew 2 (509000): Mobilized to Str. 54. Brought conductors down and anchored
them off. Remove base at Str. 51. Cut path to anchors on Str. 50 and removed the
anchors. Set Str.38 and tensioned guys. Set the bases at Str. 39 and 40. Str 39 & 40 now
ready to install anchors. Civil crew cut a new road around Str. 51 and a new road to Str.
54. Located some wire that need to be splicied. (51000): Removed bases at Str. 44 and
50. Cleared a path to Str. 44, Removed anchors at Str. 44 Got bases at Str. 42 ready to be
installed. Found damaged locations on the wire that need to be spliced
Crew 3:
50900 (Guayama): Worked with Sikorsky on the 50600 abandoned line to fly out one
Tyoe-2 V Str at N18.06580 W66.55638. Flew out a 3 pole dead-end structure from
N18.06456 W66.54501. Flew out a Type-1 V Str. at N18.06630 W66.53055. Flew out a 3
pole Dead-end from N18.07000 W66.52911. Flew out a 3 pole dead-end at N18.06557,
W66.53229. Excavated and flew out 3 pole bases from N18.07000, W66.52911.
Excavated and flew out a V base from N18.06630, W66.53055. Excavated and flew out
four V anchors from N18.06630, W66.53055. Loaded a 3 pole dead-end structure on
goose neck trailer with the crane from N18.06204 W66.53258.
Crew 4:
51000(Salinas): Picked up Rigging and hardline machine at the plant. Mobilized to
Str. 7 and 8. Installed four splices on two phases. Picked wire off the ground and
straightened it out.

Juan Domingo 1903:
Re-tensioned communications so that the pole would come back straight at
N18.400306, W66.118378. Tested and grounded the line. Began stripping the pole at
N18.394919, W66.118314. Removed a transformer from one location to another,
installed jumpers. Performed primary switching to energize transformer at N17.949567,
W66.231687. Removed pole butts. Removed damaged poles and wire. Hand dug holes
for new pole installation at N18.394763 W66.114610.
37400L:
T-22: Remove pole butt and dug hole to depth.
T-45: Removed pole butt and dug pole hole to depth.
T-49: Removed pole butt and dug pole hole to depth.
T-46: Repaired one phase conductor.
T-52: Installed armor rod on one conductor and repaired three jumpers.
T-56: Replaced broken insulators and re-pinned wire.
T-62: Replaced two insulators and re-pined wire.
T-64: Replaced one polymer insulator and re-pinned wire.
T-46 & T-59: Spliced out damaged sections of wire.
36200L: Removed temporary rigging from static. Installed two jumpers and shoes.
Assisted civil crews with clearing right-of-way. At Str. 24, we replaced broken insulators
with polymer insulators. Re-pinned conductor hung and cleared up the static on str. 25.
5300L(Juncos):
• N18.204468, W065.895951 to N18.1984600, W065.8875680
• Framed poles for 38kv, 13.2kv and 4kv
• Pulled in 14 spans of 38KV wire and 20 spans of 13.2/4kV wire. Clipped in.

Work Planned For Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR
36200: access roads, remove danger trees and crane pads
50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR
Iron Workers
51000: Finish setting towers and digging foundations
Powerline
50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Set Str 120 & 122. Continue to fly structures off 50600
and clear right of way.
Juan Diego 1903 13/4kV: Continue work on 1903-03 and 1903-02 circuits.
37400L: Continue digging around pole bases with mini excavator and by hand.
36200L: Continue work from Str 23-37
5300L: Continue working on 5300 in Juncos. Expect to complete current section.

1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 4-Nov11)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Begin work on Structures T-49 through T-53,
T-61 through T-63, T-68 through T-70.
37400L: Begin work at structures T-22, T-31, T-48, T-49, T-58, T-60.
36200L: Start to rebuild STR’s
1903-02 & 1903-03L: Receive Work Order and begin rebuild
51000L: Continue to work on road access, ROW access, start to decommission towers
on 50600L for rebuild on 50900L.
5300L: Continue to remove damaged poles, rebuild/set and restring conductor

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 5, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
50900:
STR 14 Mobilize equipment
STR 124 Excavate place and backfill anchors
STR 39 Clearing danger trees and access. Assist with installation of anchors.
STR 38 Clear danger trees by hand and machine. Remove fallen tower and assist with
installation of anchors.
STR 55 Clearing danger trees and building access to PR 712
51000:
STR 80 Grading landing zone
STR 79 Hand clearing and removing danger trees while constructing access road
STR 50 Remove existing foundation and install new foundation.
36200:
STR 14 Remove danger trees, construct access road and crane pad
STR 37 Remove danger trees, construct access road, clear crane pad and grade
Iron Workers
51000 (GUAYAMA):
Str 38: Dug up buried guy wire cable and set tower.
Str 39: Cleared access into structure. Set foundation on guy wire foundation and main
foundation. The tower will be ready to set tomorrow.
Str 40: Took out main foundation, set new foundation, dug out guy were foundations
Str 50: Assessed tower. Checked guy wire. Identified damage to turn buckle
Str 51: Assessed tower. Missing one anchor and three guy wires.
51000 (Aguas Buenas):
Str 121: Moved tower in place for erection. Need to wait on bridge for Type 2 Tower.
Str 126: Put grips on tower. Ready to be set.
Str 128: Put guy wires on tower. Put grips on tower. Set tower.

Abandon Line (18.0658,-66.5323): Backfill one of the guy wire foundation holes.
Relocate each guy wire foundation to the outside of gate to be loaded up by cruisers. Met
with ARC and pilots to review flight plan.
(18,0666,-66.5302): Climb tower and set up rigging for flight. Flew tower to lay down
yard. Dig up tower foundation and back fill hole. Dig up 2 guy wire foundations and
back fill hole. Flew tower foundation to laydown yard.
(18.0678,-66.5276): Rig up tower and flew it to the lay down yard. Dug up 3 tower
foundations and back-filled the holes. Fly foundations to lay down yard.
Powerline
50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1 (51000): T-122 cut in access to anchors and flew in tools to catch tower off.
Flew in and set tower. Plumbed tower and tensioned guy wires.
Civil
50900:
STR 14 Mobilize equipment
STR 124 Excavate place and backfill anchors
STR 39 Clearing danger trees and access. Assist with installation of anchors.
STR 38 Clear danger trees by hand and machine. Remove fallen tower and assist with
installation of anchors.
STR 55 Clearing danger trees and building access to PR 712
51000:
STR 80 Grading landing zone
STR 79 Hand clearing and removing danger trees while constructing access road
STR 50 Remove existing foundation and install new foundation.
36200:
STR 14 Remove danger trees, construct access road and crane pad
STR 37 Remove danger trees, construct access road, clear crane pad and grade
Iron Workers
51000 (GUAYAMA):
Str 38: Dug up buried guy wire cable and set tower.
Str 39: Cleared access into structure. Set foundation on guy wire foundation and main
foundation. The tower will be ready to set tomorrow.
Str 40: Took out main foundation, set new foundation, dug out guy were foundations
Str 50: Assessed tower. Checked guy wire. Identified damage to turn buckle
Str 51: Assessed tower. Missing one anchor and three guy wires.

51000 (Aguas Buenas):
Str 121: Moved tower in place for erection. Need to wait on bridge for Type 2 Tower.
Str 126: Put grips on tower. Ready to be set.
Str 128: Put guy wires on tower. Put grips on tower. Set tower.
Abandon Line (18.0658,-66.5323): Backfill one of the guy wire foundation holes.
Relocate each guy wire foundation to the outside of gate to be loaded up by cruisers. Met
with ARC and pilots to review flight plan.
(18,0666,-66.5302): Climb tower and set up rigging for flight. Flew tower to lay down
yard. Dig up tower foundation and back fill hole. Dig up 2 guy wire foundations and
back fill hole. Flew tower foundation to laydown yard.
(18.0678,-66.5276): Rig up tower and flew it to the lay down yard. Dug up 3 tower
foundations and back-filled the holes. Fly foundations to lay down yard.
Powerline
50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1 (51000): T-122 cut in access to anchors and flew in tools to catch tower off.
Flew in and set tower. Plumbed tower and tensioned guy wires.
Crew 2 (50900): Mobilized to Str. 54. Brought conductors down and anchored them
off. Remove base at Str. 51. Cut path to anchors on Str. 50 and removed the anchors. Set
Str.38 and tensioned guys. Set the bases at Str. 39 and 40. Str 39 & 40 now ready to
install anchors. Civil crew cut a new road around Str. 51 and a new road to Str. 54.
Located some wire that need to be splicied. (51000): Removed bases at Str. 44 and 50.
Cleared a path to Str. 44, Removed anchors at Str. 44 Got bases at Str. 42 ready to be
installed. Found damaged locations on the wire that need to be spliced
Crew 3 (50900 Guayama): Worked with Sikorsky on the 50600 abandoned line to
fly out one Tyoe-2 V Str at N18.06580 W66.55638. Flew out a 3 pole dead-end structure
from N18.06456 W66.54501. Flew out a Type-1 V Str. at N18.06630 W66.53055. Flew
out a 3 pole Dead-end from N18.07000 W66.52911. Flew out a 3 pole dead-end at
N18.06557, W66.53229. Excavated and flew out 3 pole bases from N18.07000,
W66.52911. Excavated and flew out a V base from N18.06630, W66.53055. Excavated
and flew out four V anchors from N18.06630, W66.53055. Loaded a 3 pole dead-end
structure on goose neck trailer with the crane from N18.06204 W66.53258.
Crew 4: (51000 Salinas): Picked up Rigging and hardline machine at the plant.
Mobilized to Str. 7 and 8. Installed four splices on two phases. Picked wire off the
ground and straightened it out.

Juan Domingo 1903:
Re-tensioned communications so that the pole would come back straight at
N18.400306, W66.118378. Tested and grounded the line. Began stripping the pole at
N18.394919, W66.118314. Removed a transformer from one location to another,
installed jumpers. Performed primary switching to energize transformer at N17.949567,
W66.231687. Removed pole butts. Removed damaged poles and wire. Hand dug holes
for new pole installation at N18.394763 W66.114610.
37400L:
T-22: Remove pole butt and dug hole to depth.
T-45: Removed pole butt and dug pole hole to depth.
T-49: Removed pole butt and dug pole hole to depth.
T-46: Repaired one phase conductor.
T-52: Installed armor rod on one conductor and repaired three jumpers.
T-56: Replaced broken insulators and re-pinned wire.
T-62: Replaced two insulators and re-pined wire.
T-64: Replaced one polymer insulator and re-pinned wire.
T-46 & T-59: Spliced out damaged sections of wire.
36200L: Removed temporary rigging from static. Installed two jumpers and shoes.
Assisted civil crews with clearing right-of-way. At Str. 24, we replaced broken insulators
with polymer insulators. Re-pinned conductor hung and cleared up the static on str. 25.
5300L(Juncos):
• N18.204468, W065.895951 to N18.1984600, W065.8875680
• Framed poles for 38kv, 13.2kv and 4kv
• Pulled in 14 spans of 38KV wire and 20 spans of 13.2/4kV wire. Clipped in.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR
36200: access roads, remove danger trees and crane pads
50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR
Iron Workers
51000: Finish setting towers and digging foundations.
Powerline
50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Set Str 120 & 122. Continue to fly structures off 50600
and clear right of way.
Juan Diego 1903 13/4kV: Continue work on 1903-03 and 1903-02 circuits.
37400L: Continue digging around pole bases with mini excavator and by hand.
36200L: Continue work from Str 23-37
5300L: Continue working on 5300 in Juncos. Expect to complete current section

1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 4-Nov11)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Begin work on Structures T-49 through T-53,
T-61 through T-63, T-68 through T-70.
37400L: Begin work at structures T-22, T-31, T-48, T-49, T-58, T-60.
36200L: Start to rebuild STR’s
1903-02 & 1903-03L: Receive Work Order and begin rebuild
51000L: Continue to work on road access, ROW access, start to decommission towers
on 50600L for rebuild on 50900L.
5300L: Continue to remove damaged poles, rebuild/set and restring conductor

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 6, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000: STR 126: Cleaning street of debris for delivery of wire pulling equipment.
Access road to STR. STR 42: Excavate for anchors and assist with installation. Backfill
anchors/foundation. Clearing danger trees. STR 49: Excavate for anchors and assist
with installation. Backfill anchors/foundation. Clearing danger trees. Clearing and
access road construction at material area.
50900: STR 44: Excavate and place foundation. STR 50: Excavate and place
foundation. STR 44: Clearing and access road construction to PR 712.
36200: STR 13: Removing danger trees and clear access to STR. Construct access road
and crane pad. STR 35: Removing danger trees. STR 34: Removing danger trees.
Iron Workers
50900(GUAYAMA): Str 40: Prepped to set tower but PREPA engineer requested to
add a new foundation near a cliff drop off Str 42: Cut turn buckle cables. Prepped
turnbuckles. Set two towers and one anchor Str 43: Set foundation. Str 44: Set
foundation and anchor. Str 50: Set foundation. Rigged tower. Installed all wires and
grips. Set tower. Str 51: Set foundation. Rigged tower. Installed all wires and grips. Set
tower. Str 52: Added extension and rigged tower. Installed all wires and grips. Str 53:
Added extension, installed all wires and grips.
Abandoned Line: Disassembled one dead end tower. Separated parts of the dead end
for loading. Disassembled a V-tower, sorted parts and loaded truck.
Powerline
50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1: 50900(Aguas Buenas/Cayey): Aerial Inspection, damage assessment, moving
trucks, collecting material.

Crew 2 (50900): Cleared up the wire and put back into position from Str. 52 to Str. 49.
Cleared up tangled wire south of Str. 51. Assisted Iron crew setting the 3 pole Structure
#49..
Crew 3: 51000 (Guayama): Transported six structures from N18.062035, W66.532578
to N17.992272, W66.160651. Installed rigging on one V-structure at N18.06613
W66.48771. Completed cleanup at the farmers pasture.
Crew 4: 51000 (Salinas): Re-strung conductor between Str. 12 and Str. 13. Caught wire
off where Str. 14 used to be.
Juan Domingo 1903: (N18.3954455, W66.118538): Section 68: Re-strung and
connected secondary services. Replaced pole pin, removed trees and rehung primary on
cross arm. Section 77: Re-sagged phases. Removed tree limbs and replaced damaged
insulators. Connected services to the houses. Section 79: Replaced damaged cross arm.
Removed trees and re-sagged wire. Replaced 2 cutouts and a damaged transformer. Set
pole in easement. Re-hung primary and lateral. Removed trees and replaced broken
pole and transformer at N18.395445, W66.118538 Set backyard pole with crane.
Climbed pole 35. Re-sagged primary, secondary and tied in. Picked up material at
PREPA. Climbed pole 36. Replaced arm and re-sagged conductors. Repair two switches
and service. Repaired services.
37400L: T-49: Set, plumbed and backfilled. Picked wire up and clipped it in. T-48
Picked wire up and clipped it in. T-45 set, plumed and backfilled. T-22 set, plumed and
backfilled.
36200L: Replaced insulator and re-attached the static at Str 27. Re-attached static with
new shoe. Reattached grounds to static on both sides at Str 30. Removed broken arms,
floated the wire and prepped to pull poles at Str 30.
5300L(Juncos): New crew coming in from mainland. Mob/Demob.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 36200: access roads, remove danger trees and crane pads 50900: continue
constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing around STR

Iron Workers
50900: Finish setting foundations and towers on the 50900 line.
Powerline
50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Start on T-132,T-131, T-79,T-71, T-69, T-67. Continue
to fly structures off 50600 and clear ROW. Long Line crew into several locations to clear
up tangled wire. 51000: Crew will continue work at Str 14
Juan Diego 1903 13/4kV: Continue work on 1903-03 and 1903-02 circuits in the
Garden Hills area.
37400L: Begin work on T-58 through T-60. Clip wire in at T-22. Clip wire in at T-31.
36200L: Continue work from Str 23-37
5300L: Original Crew will be switching out with new crew from Mainland.

1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 4Nov11)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Begin work on Structures T-49 through T-53,
T-61 through T-63, T-68 through T-70.
37400L: Begin work at structures T-22, T-31, T-48, T-49, T-58, T-60.
36200L: Start to rebuild STR’s
1903-02 & 1903-03L: Continue Rebuild/correcting damaged locations.
51000L: Continue to work on road access, ROW access, start to decommission towers
on 50600L for rebuild on 50900L.
5300L: Continue to remove damaged poles, rebuild/set and restring conductor

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 7, 2017
Work Completed Today:
Civil
51000:
51000 STR 40 Clearing trees by hand below fallen T-Line and removing danger trees.
51000 STR 42 Clearing around anchors and constructing access road.
51000 STR 42 Clearing for access to STR and constructing access roads at material area.
50900:
STR 51 Excavate for anchor and install anchor.
STR 52 Excavate for foundation and install foundation.
STR 53 Excavate for foundation and install foundation.
STR 133 Transfer excavator to STR. Hand clearing to and around STR
36200:
36200 STR 30 Hand clearing danger trees.
36200 STR 31 Hand clearing danger trees.
36200 STR 10 Hand clearing for access and construct access road to STR.
Iron Workers
50900(GUAYAMA):
Str 49: Helicopter flew last dead end tower to 50900 LZ, assembled deadend towers and
cut out guy wires and prepared to set
Str 50: Installed guy wires and got tower set
Str 51: Flew in guy foundation, installed foundation. Installed guy wires, set tower
Str 52: Add 5’ extension, added all guy wires and got ready to set
Str 53: Installed main foundation on extremely deep slope
50600(18.0658,-66.5323): loaded up guy wire anchor bolts and took them to
landing zone, pulled truck out of mud, loaded up v-tower, helped ARC land tower in
landing zone
Powerline
50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1: Heavy Rain, Went to Palo Seco for materials.

Crew 2:
(50900/Salinas) Met with the helicopter crew at the power plant and developed plan.
Delayed for weather. Crew went to San Juan to move equipment out of the port due to
weather.
Crew 3:
50900(Guayama): Worked with iron, civil crews and two heli crews during the
breaks in the weather. Flew 8 men to structure at N18.07095 W66.51075. Also set Str.
from same location. Landed str. at N18.062035 W66.532578... Then transported 2 V
towers and 14 anchors. Rain held the job up most of the day.
Crew 4:
50900(Guayama): Assisted iron crews setting Str. 49 on the 50900, Also set Str. 50
and 51, installed and tensioned all guys. Staged material and rigging to put up wire
between Str. 48 and 49. Rained most of the day.
Juan Domingo 1903:
(1903-02 Garden Hills 4kv): Pulled up a 2 phase lateral on a feeder pole. Reattached services and secondary. Set a pole in the backyard with a crane. Had to climb
and transfer all conductors and attachments. Climbed a second backlot pole and tie in
conductor. Re-install leads in the transformer. Some guys drove to Caguas to pick up
some trucks. Spliced some primary and secondary. Installed 3 cross arms, Repaired 3
disconnect switches for some underground. Installed jumpers, arresters and spliced
secondary to re-energize. Finished up this circuit 1903-02 and removed our grounds.
Mobilize to circuits 1924-01 and 1924-05. Received clearance and grounded both
circuits, Started assessing the damage and made a material list.

37400L(Manati/Barceloneta):
T-22: finished backfilling and making up down guys. Brought wire up to attachment
point on tower and dead ended 3 phases and 1 static. T-45: Lifted wire up and re-dead
ended 3 phases and 1 static. T-48 repaired damaged phase. T-46 repaired 2 damaged
insulators and repaired damaged phase. ) T-57: Continued hand-digging pole hole.
36200L: Went to Palo Seco to meet with engineer over converting H-Structures to
Mono poles. Went to pick up material. Left to go to Juncos to get poles but got called
back because of a lack of materials. We went over the hole depths and locations of the
poles to be set. Delivery expected by Friday or Saturday to the lay down area. We hauled
out 2 sets of 30' arms and braces to Str. 32.
5300L: Original crew demobilized after four weeks in Puerto Rico. New crew
mobilizing and continuing work on 5300 tomorrow.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: Continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR
36200: Continue work on access roads, removing danger trees and building crane pads
50900: Continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR
Iron Workers
50900: Finish setting foundations and towers on line 50900
Powerline
50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Start on T-132,T-131, T-79,T-71, T-69, T-67.Continue
to fly structures off 50600 and clear right of way. Start at Str. 14 trying to clear the wire
up and make repairs.
1924L: Crew finished up the 1903-02 Garden Hills 4kv. They will start working on the
1924-01 and the 1924-05 lines tomorrow. They will be assessing damage and creating
material list.
37400L: Unload poles that PREPA will deliver. Set T-57 and work wire
36200L: Crew will be spotting poles and digging holes.
5300L: Original crew demobilized after four weeks in Puerto Rico. New crew
mobilizing and continuing work on 5300 tomorrow.

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 8, 2017
Civil
51000: STR 80 Cleared staging area around tower STR 79 Cleared access around
tower
50900: STR 49-53 Cleared and built access road at material area, and 3 structures.
Installed 15 anchors Grading access roads and support line contractors with access up
and down the mountain. Fighting mud conditions and towing powerline equipment to
work areas.
36200: STR 32 Remove danger trees near line STR 10 Remove danger trees and
construct access roads
Iron Workers
50900(GUAYAMA):
Str 43: Assembled 2 of 3 dead end tower, added and removed some extensions to make
all close to 64’ Str 52: Still rigged up ready to fly changed out 1 guy wire Str 53:
Replaced guy wire cable to longer wires
MISC- received more pieces of tower to yard Abandon Line/CORD:18.0658,-66.5323took a type one tower (V-tower) apart into sections, rain delay in morning, loaded trailer
with the type 1 tower
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1(Aguas Buenas): Heavy Rain, waited most of the day to clear up and never
did. Moved equipment out of Manati to get it closer to 50900.
Crew 2: 50900(Guayama): Moved the 4 drum puller in to Str. 49. Rained all day.
The road washed out from under the flex track. Had to have D Grimm's help with it.
Took about 6 hours to free up equipment. Crew 3:
50600(Guayama): Loaded and located wooden reels for wire clean-up. Used
Ironworkers’ back hoe trailer for transport. Got crane un-stuck and moved to the new

LZ. Dug up 4 bases and 16 Anchors. Started rolling up wire but had to stop due to
weather.
Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Went to the plant to meet the helicopter crew and review
flight/work plans for the day. Loaded up bundle travelers and material for Str. 50,51,52
and 53, Str. 50 and 51.Set Str. 50, 51 and 52. Rained out early.
1924 Crew 1: 1924-02: Ran 1 span of triplex, wired up transformer. Picked up
multiple spans of primary. Hung personal grounds. Picked up open-wire secondary and
some services. Went to PREPA service center and picked up a 40' pole and some
material. Also loaded a 35' steel pole for second crew and spotted it. Framed and set the
40' pole and installed transformer on it. Picked up several spans of wire, moved
secondary dip, pulled and loaded 2 poles for disposal
1924 Crew 2: 1924-05: Assessed damage and created a material list. Began cleanup
between heavy rain showers. Re-attached several spans of primary, several spans of
secondary and several residential services. Picked up and bagged transformers.
37400L(Barceloneta):
T-57: Set structure, plumbed it and backfilled the hole. Picked wire up and pinned to
insulators. T-60 cut and flew out old structure. Started hand digging pole hole. T-58
finished digging pole hole. Framed 2 poles at LZ.
36200L: Moved trucks from Betina Sub. to Structure 34, There was a vehicle blocking
access to Str. 33. Installed grounds at Negrito Sub. Started wrecking out wire and Str.34.
5300L: Fresh crew from Mainland began work: Set 5 70’ Concrete Poles Pulled wire
and made repairs to equipment • Per Prepa Eng. Replace 50’ concrete pole with 70’ Steel
poles to add circuit 5300 tie • Unable to secure material from PREPA • Unable to secure
jackhammer, water or sand from PREPA to set poles • Cleaned up debris and made
secure

Work Planned for Tomorrow:
Civil
51000: Continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 36200: Continue work on access roads, removing danger trees and building
crane pads 50900: Continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.

Iron Workers
50900: Received more pieces of tower to yard will assemble next day, need height and
distance of dead end towers to measure, cut, and install guy wire cables
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Continue work on T-132,T-131, T-79,T-71,
T-69, T-67.Continue to fly structures off 50600 and clear right of way. Start at Str. 14
trying to clear the wire up and make repairs. Crew will continue reinstalling/repairing
wire between Str. 48 and 49. Start hanging travelers between Str. 50 and 53,
1924L: Continue work on 1924L
37400L: Unload poles that PREPA will deliver. Set T-60 and re-work wire.
36200L: Continue work at Str 33 & 34
5300L: Continue work in Las Piedraus

One Week Look Ahead:
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53, 67, 69, 71, 77,
79, and 133.
50200L: Finish Str 297 & Energize Circuit
37400L: Finish work at structures 58 & 60. Expected return to service of 11/13.
1903-02L and 1903-03L: Complete work on the 1903 Feeders and return to service.
32600L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
51000L: Crews will be focusing efforts on the 50900 until it is returned to service in
this corridor.
5300L: Begin assessment and restoration

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 9 , 2017
Work Completed Today:

Civil
51000: STR 80 Clearing access around tower and constructing access road. STR 79
Clearing access around tower and constructing access road.
50900: STR 133 Constructing access road to STR. Clearing access to material area and
hand clearing around fallen T-Line for recovery. Clearing and grading access north to
STR 59.
36200: STR 10 Removing danger trees within ROW. STR 11 Removing danger trees
within ROW and constructing access road to STR.
Iron Workers
50900(GUAYAMA): Str 52: Set tower Str 53: Set tower Str 60: Assembled tower, cut
measure and installed guy wires to structure Str 61: Assembled dead end tower Str 62:
Assembled dead end tower
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1(Aguas Buenas): T-131 worked on getting new span of static in between 130
and 131. Also re-pinned the OPGW at Str 131.
Crew 2: 50900(Guayama): Got all rigging up on Str. 49, unloaded reels of wire at
LZ, got material for next day, Rained real bad Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Cut new LZ
Moved equipment to site, Used V-Groove to wind up 2000' of wire, Dropped off VGroove at Plant, Continued to cut paths to structures, Transported 1 3 pole
Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Started out at LZ 49. Made flight plans, Flew 15 guys to
Str.52 to get ready to set tower, We assisted AJ Steel on the tower set for 42. We flew a
group to Str. 51 to hang some insulators and bundle blocks. Flew to 51 to hang polys and
bundle blocks. Flew to Str. 53 to prep structure. We helped AJ Steel set Str. 53. Flew
some guys to structures 45 and 46 to unclip static and put it into dollies to get ready to
pull it out, Weather moved in and we got off the mountain, We unloaded 3 reels off wire
at LZ 49..

1924 Crew 1: 1924-01(Guaynabo): Replaced anchor, tensioned guys and added two
guys. Re-attached one span of wire. Re-sagged open wire secondary, Re-sagged house
service
Re-strung open wire secondary in a back yard. Replaced a cutout door. Re-wired an H-1
bushing on a transformer. Hauled 2 old poles back to the service center.
Straightened concrete poles. Set poles in a back yard. Re-strung up open wire secondary
Straighten cross arm. Repaired some open neutrals. Removed old pole from yard.
37400L(Barceloneta): T-57 Set, plum and backfill. Finished hand digging pole hole
at T-60. T-58 re-dead end 3 phases, built 3 new jumpers. T-59: clipped in 1 phase. T57: clipped 3 phases.
36200L: Got old wires and guys off of existing structure at 34. Re-attached/repaired
the broken conductor from down the hill. Got structure back up hill and secured
temporarily. Got broken stub pole out of the way and sleeved phase at Str. 35. Rain held
us up most of the morning.
5300L: Fresh crew from Mainland began work:
• Set 70’ Steel, Replacing 55’ Concrete
• Set 70’ Steel, replacing 55’ Concrete Pole
• Set 70’ Steel, Replacing 55’ Concrete Pole
• Set 70’ Steel, Replacing 55’ Wood Pole
• Set three 70’ Steel Pole, Replacing Wood Poles
• Per Prepa Eng. Replace 50’ concrete pole with 70’ Steel poles to add circuit 5300 tie

Work Planned for Tomorrow:
Civil
51000: Continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 36200: Continue work on access roads, removing danger trees and building
crane pads 50900: Continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR
Iron Workers
50900: Str 61 & 62: Take measurements of all foundation distances to install stage to
be set. Need to get the rest of tower pieces to finish all towers needed.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Continue work on T-132,T-131, T-79,T-71,
T-69, T-67.Continue to fly structures off 50600 and clear right of way. Start at Str. 14
trying to clear the wire up and make repairs. Crew will continue reinstalling/repairing
wire etween Str. 48 and 49. Start hanging travelers between Str. 50 and 53,
1924L: Crew will continue on the 1924-01 circuit. They will move forward with what
material they have and can re-use , but it is getting harder to keep moving forward
without material
37400L: Set Structure T-60.
36200L: Continue work at Str 34 & 35
5300L: Continue work on the 5300L.

One week look-ahead (Nov 4-Nov11):
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53, 67, 69,
71, 77, 79, and 133.
50200L: Finish Str 297 & Energize Circuit
37400L: Finish work at structures 58 & 60. Expected return to service of 11/13.
1903-02L and 1903-03L: Complete work on the 1903 Feeders and return to service.
32600L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
51000L: Crews will be focusing efforts on the 50900 until it is returned to service in
this corridor.
5300L: Begin assessment and restoration

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 10 , 2017
Work Completed Today:

Civil
51000: STR 79 Moved equipment from ROW and mobilized mini ex to anchor
installation STR 178 Mobilize and begin removing danger trees with ROW
50900: STR 24 Staging tower pieces with linecrews STR 49 Clearing and access road
construction between STR 49 and STR 53 STR 53 Clearing and access road construction
at material area. Hand clearing at STRs for removal STR 63 Mobilizing equipment to
STR STR 56 Hand clearing under T Line 200’ full width of ROW
36200: STR 9 Removing danger trees and constructing access road to STR STR 11
Constructing access road between STRs

Iron Workers
50900(GUAYAMA): Str 21: Assemble the rest of the tower extension. Measure and
cut guy wires. Prepare to be set. Str 24: Install all guy wires. Prepare to set. Str 52:
Plumb tower and tension guys Str 53: Plumb tower. Check and tighten all bolts. Tension
guys. Str 59: Double check tower to make sure all bolts are tight. Str 61: Flew foundation
in and installed. Str 62: Installed foundations. Str 63: Flew out foundation.
Abandon Line/CORD: Rig up tower to fly to 50900 line landing zone, unrigged tower
sections.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1(Aguas Buenas/Cayey): T-135 completed static repair. T-134 finished fiber repair.
T-79 built 2 new jumpers and replaced idlers. T-77 repaired static.
Crew 2: 50900(Guayama): Attempted to fly into Str 53-62 but could not land men on
towers due to wind. Assisted crew at Str 49/49.
Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Flew out 5 Structures off abandoned line. Dug out 3 bases
Shut down early due to rain.

Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Pulled middle phase up out of deep gorge between Str 48
and 49, through a lot of brush. Deadended this middle phase. Wil continue tomorrow on
other two phases.
1924 Crew 1: 1924-05(Guaynabo): Crews grounded a section of the 1924-05 Feeder
where they retied primary conductor and neutral. Replaced three transformers, a UG
Riser. Repaired and re-energized backlot three phase primary. Numerous tree
trimming, pin insulator replacements, numerous primary conductor splices and
residential service repairs.
37400L(Barceloneta): Set, Str T-60, plumbed and backfilled. Lifted and dead
ended all 3 phases and 1 static. Installed two sections of armor rod on wire. T-59
clipped in 1 phase. The 37400 Line is now ready for normal service.
36200L: Spliced in new wire at Str 34. Cut trees out of the way and moved them with
the digger truck. Moved to Str. 33 and replaced broken arms. Cut short due to heavy
rain.
5300L:
• Concrete Pole; Framed for 38kv group operated switch
• Set 3 70’ Steel Poles, Reused Materials for 38kv and 4kv
• Tried to set 70’ Steel Pole
• Little to no materials available

3701L: Crew met with Carlos Rosado and a few other PREPA representatives at the
service center in Caguas at 10:00 AM. A plan was developed and it was decided crew
shall start in Aguas Buenas. PREPA reps brought crew leaders out to substation 3701 in
Auges Buenas and assigned us 2 circuits 3701-3 & 3701-4.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: Continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 36200: Continue work on access roads, removing danger trees and building
crane pads 50900: Continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR
Iron Workers 50900: Dig foundations. Fly towers from abandoned line to 50900
Guayama. Finish digging guy wire foundation on tower 124 in Aguas Buenas.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Continue work onT-71, T-69, T-67. Crew
will continue to fly structures off 50600 and clear right of way. Start at Str. 14 trying to
clear the wire up and make repairs. Crew will continue re-installing/repairing wire
between Str. 48 and 49. Start hanging travelers between Str. 50 and 53.
1924L: Crew will continue on the 1924 circuit. They will move forward with what
material they have and can re-use, but it is getting harder to keep moving forward
without material.
37400L: Clean up old poles and ROW.
36200L: Finish work at Str 34 & 35
5300L: Continue work on the 5300L.
3701L: Begin assessment on 3701-3 and 3701-4 Feeders.

One week Look-ahead:
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53, 67, 69,
71, 77, 79, and 133.
50200L: Finish Str 297 & Energize Circuit
37400L: Finish work at structures 58 & 60. Expected return to service of 11/13.
1903-02L and 1903-03L: Complete work on the 1903 Feeders and return to service.
32600L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
51000L: Crews will be focusing efforts on the 50900 until it is returned to service in
this corridor.
5300L: Begin assessment and restoration.

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 11, 2017
Civil
51000: STR 80: Clearing access and constructing access road STR 79: Clearing access
and constructing access road STR 178: Hand clearing access path to STR
50900: STR 124: Hand clearing at STR and anchors. Flew in mini excavator to excavate
for anchor installation. STR 63: Clearing danger trees below Transmission Line with
machine and hand clearing STR 49: Clearing and constructing access road at material
area. STR 63: Clearing and constructing access to STR STR 49: Mobilized excavator to
STR for excavation of foundation. STR 55: Clearing at STR and constructing access road.
Iron Workers
51000(GUAYAMA):
Str 42: Got all rigging out to set tower, got ready tower ready to set in the morning Str
61: Measured tower and checked anchors, need to change two anchors. PREPA asked
crew to leave and stated that they would finish. Str 62: Checked anchors and measured
tower anchor needs to be replaced. PREPA asked crew to leave and stated that they
would finish. Str 63: Removed guy wires, got them ready for new tower to be set, all
main foundations need to be moved and replaced. PREPA asked crew to leave and
stated that they would finish. Str 64-dead end tower, did not have arms, PREPA added
chokers holding up the line and said to leave it
50900(AQUABUENAS):
Str 21: Type 1- moved out from underline, assembled leg extensions, waited for material,
add extension splice and grips to guy wires Str 21: Type2- moved into place to be set Str
24: Staged to be set, line added height good
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1(Aguas Buenas/Cayey): T-71 completed static repair. T-69 completed static
repair. T-67 completed static and fiber repair.
Crew 2: 50900(Guayama): Reviewed flight plans with heli crews at LZ 49. Hung
polymer insulators and bundle blocks at structures 53 and 54, Re-attached wire at

structure 55. Hung travelers on unclipped static at structures 34,36,38,40, and 41. Rain
off and on all day. Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Crew met with the Chinook pilot today
to review flight plan for tomorrow. Flew out 3 pole dead-end off of the abandoned line
(N18.06558 W66.47158.) Cut path to 3 more structures and installed some rigging
(18.06568, W66.48082) Moved crane back to power plant. Heavy rain, wind and
lightning stranded slowed progress.
Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Untangled south phase conductors from rocks and
trees/vegetation in gorge. Pulled up to Str 48 and 49. Caught off conductors, sagged and
dead ended. Rained off and on all day.
1924: 1924-05(Guaynabo): Crews installed guys and multiple secondaries between
N18.399806 W66.1164116 to N18.3988806 W66.1138890. Hand dug new anchor holes,
straightened poles and wrote up material list at N18.4010630 W66.1089846. Re-sagged
messanger wire, replaced broken bolt under an outage and repaired burnt neutral at
N18.4095162 W66.1075654. Trimmed trees, replaced lightning arrestors, blown fuses
and re-attached primary and secondary
37400L(Barceloneta): Completed linework yesterday on the 37400. Loaded old
poles onto PREPA trucks. Cleaned up LZ’s and the yard at Manati.
36200L: Finished Str. 33 and began digging hole at Str 31.
5300L:
• Set 4 70’ Steel Pole, replace C to S; Along PR 183
•Set 1 70’ Steel Pole, C to S; Framed and DD wire on 38kv
• Set 2 70’ Steel Pole, C to S; Pulled of 8 Spans of 38kv, 13.2kv, and 4kv
• Pulled of 8 Spans of 556 38kv, 13.2kv, and 4kv; Framed Poles
3701L: Group 1: Took all 5 crews out to circuit 3701-4 and showed them the substation
where the line begins. After that they went to the other end of the circuit and showed
them where it was being back feed to keep a switch yard energized. Then they began
assessing the circuit and installing grounds at various locations so they could begin
working. Pulled wire up and retied in all 3 phases. Reinstalled switch, Pulled wire up
and tied it back in on 2 poles. At 4:15 we were told by PREPA to remove all grounds and
leave the line like it was found. PREPA directed crew to standby waiting for new work
assignment.
Group 2: Took all 5 crews out to circuit 3701-4 and showed them the substation where
the line begins. Then they began assessing the circuit, establishing open points and
installing grounds at various locations so they could begin working. Cleared up 2
laterals. At 4:15 we were told by PREPA to remove all grounds and leave the line like it
was found. PREPA directed crew to standby waiting for new work assignment.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: Continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 36200: Continue work on access roads, removing danger trees and building
crane pads 50900: Continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR
Iron Workers 50900: Need to add grips, guy wires, and angles that were damaged on
Tower 21(type 2.) On tower 24 crew will check for loose or damaged angles. Finish
setting all towers that were prepared today.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Crew will fly structures off 50600 to the
new LZ 49 with Chinooks and clear right of way. Crew will continue reinstalling/repairing wire between Str. 48 and 49. Start hanging travelers between Str. 50
and 53. Patrol 51000 line to document damage and gps coordinates. Find LZs and make
a plan to go to work
1924L: Crew will continue on the 1924 circuit. They will move forward with what
material they have and can re-use, but it is getting harder to keep moving forward
without material.
37400L: Clean up old poles and ROW.
36200L: Finish work at Str 34 & 35
5300L: Continue work on the 5300L
One Week Look ahead
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53.
50200L: Finish Str 297 & Energize Circuit
51000L: Re-start work on this circuit.
1924L: Continue work on the 1924 Feeders.
36200L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
5300L: Continue work on this circuit

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 12, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000: STR 80 Completed access and clearing for anchor installation. STR 40 Clearing
and grading access roads. Removing danger trees within ROW under fallen T Line STR
42 Clearing and grading access road to STR. STR 42 Clearing and grading at material
area for tower removal. STR 40 Excavate and place new foundation and anchors. STR
154 Clearing by hand and machine to STR. Grading access road to STR.
50900: STR 126 Flew in mini ex, excavated for anchors, assisted with installation of
anchors and backfilled. Worked with A&J to dismantle fallen STR. STR 49 Grading
access roads to STR STR 55 Clearing access to STR
Iron Workers
(50900/AQUABUENAS):
Str 124: Flew mini excavator in with helicopter, dug anchor, set anchor in hole, looked
for turnbuckle, helped load legs on back of goose neck
Str 121: Type1- put on all angles, Prepared ready to set
(50900/GUAYAMA):
Str 40: Set foundations, checked all turnbuckles, put new block and preforms on, set
tower, put guy wires on, Yard- changed static arms on one of the towers, assembled
tower and checked for damages, landed foundations with helicopter
ABANDONED LINE: Moved structure/ foundations from abandon line to 50900 line.
Rigged up one Type-2 tower using two separate picks. Rigged up two Type-3 towers
using five separate picks. Rigged up on 12 guy foundations using four separate pics.
Crew rigged up on a Type-2 tower foundation and flew to 50900. Rigged 16 pieces of guy
foundation cables using two separate picks. Inventoried all out going rigging.
Worked with ARC rig and fly Type-11 V- tower with 10 ft extensions to the ball park LZ
at line 50900

Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1(Aguas Buenas/Cayey): T-152: Repaired 5 out of 6 sub conductors.
Crew 2: 50900(Guayama): Pick up material and blocks. Hung fiber blocks at Str. 51-54
as well as 38 and 39. Spliced phases at Str. 51-54. Ready to pick wire and put into blocks.
Installed a set of grounds at Str. 48. Shut down for approx 3hrs. due to rain today.
Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Worked with Iron crew and Civil crew. Flew towers, bases,
anchors, two guy strings, two 3 pole dead-ends, seven anchors and two V structures off
abandoned line. Removed anchors and bases from Cherokee Hill. flew all parts to LZ #2
east
Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Finished getting last phase bundle up between structures 48
& 49.
1924: 1924-01 & 05(Guaynabo): Crews continued working on the 1924 Feeders,
setting poles, pulling secondary and primary conductors and clearing vegetation off the
right of way. Crews also temporarily repaired an arm, fixed neutral, reenergized open
wire secondaries and re-strung residential services among other work. MATERIAL
AVAILABILITY STILL A MAJOR ISSUE
37400L(Barceloneta): Loaded old poles onto PREPA trucks. T-44 hung weights on
all three phases.
36200L: Finished digging hole at str. 31. Set the pole. Checked on Str.21 where the dirt
is eroding from pole and informed Reberto from PREPA. Moved flex track to Str. 10 and
picked up 36"auger.
5300L:
• set 1 pole framed poles set yesterday
• Framed poles and pulled wire
• 4kv wire 8 spans
• Framed and pulled in 8 Spans of wire

Work Planned For Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR
Iron Workers
50900: Str 124- fly mini excavator back down and get turnbuckle for anchor. Rig and
fly foundations. Set anchor bolts and tower 124.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: Crew will fly structures off 50600 to the
new LZ 49 with Chinooks and clear right of way. Crew will focus on Shield wire
tomorrow. Start hanging travelers between Str. 50 and 53.
51000: Continue working ahead on line at T-152 & T-153
1924L: Crew will continue on the 1924 circuit. They will move forward with what
material they have and can re-use, but it is getting harder to keep moving forward
without material.
36200L: Crew will start work at STR 21
5300L: Continue work on the 5300L.
1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 12-Nov19)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53.
51000L: Re-start work on this circuit.
1924L: Continue work on the 1924 Feeders.
36200L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
5300L: Continue work on this circuit

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 13, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000(AB to Sabana Llana): STR 158 Mobilize to STR, construct access road to STR
and hand clearing within ROW STR 155 Hand clearing access paths to STR within ROW
STR 167 Hand clearing access within ROW
50900: STR 49 Clearing and grading access road and pulling pad for ARC STR 49
Clearing and constructing access road at material area for removal of STR
51000(AB to Guayama): STR 50 Hand clearing danger trees within ROW STR 19
Mobilize excavator, excavate and place base and anchors for STR STR 18 Mobilize
excavator, excavate and place base and anchors for STR
Iron Workers
51000(AB to Guayama):
Salinas: Str 13: Assessed tower damage. Right side of static arm damaged. Str 14:
Assessed tower for damage. Whole tower needs to be replaced. Str 15: Assessed tower
for damage. Whole tower needs to be replaced. Str 18: Flew in main foundation. Needs
three anchor foundations with turn buckles. Existing structure is a Type-1. Tower needs
to be replaced with a Type-2. Type 2 bridge coming tomorrow. Str 19: Installed main
foundation and 3 anchor foundations. Prepped to set.
Aguas Buenas: Str 124: Rigged up and flew mini excavator out to landing zone. Str
126: Installed new angles needed to complete tower.
CAGUAS: Str 155: Cleared trees to land tower. Assessed guy foundations. One
foundation needs to be replaced.
50900(GUAYAMA): Str 61: Helped PREPA assemble tower. Removed extensions to
decrease height to 50’. Str 62: Helped PREPA assemble tower. Installed a 10’ extension.
Replaced damaged plates and arm.

ABANDONED LINE: Rigged up 5 type 1 V-towers- 20ft extenstion, 25ft extenstion,
no extenstion, 20ft extenstion, no extenstion: towers flown to electric chair at 50900.
Rigged 3 type 3 Dead end towers flew to 50900. Flew out 2 base foundations, bridge
side, 2 Dead ends, 2 VT type 1, received 1 more DEO, 2 towers, 9 dead end and 4 Vtowers and 1 foundation, inbetween receiving structures cleaned debris off structures
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1: 51000(AB to SL): Trujillo Alto Put locks on switch gear. T-186 Test and ground
line. Replaced center phase insulator. Opened jumpers up to create clearance point. T179 cut in access.
Crew 2: 51000(AB to SL): Caguas T-152 completed wire repair and jumper repair. T157 replaced failed insulator.
Crew 2: 50900(Guayama): Re-pinned all conductors and sagged to the west side.
Repaired loops. Re-sagged static. Moved the wire cart, digger and buckets up the
mountain. Rain halted progress.
Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Worked with Iron crew and Civil crew. Took down two 3pole deadends at N18.06184, W66.46935 and at N18.06240 W66.47293. Took down 1
V-structure at N18.06408 W66.43439. Chinooks flew four 3- pole deadends, 4 - VStructures, three deadend bases, and 2 V-bases out.
Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Picked up material at the plant. Made flight plans with the
500 and S-61 Pilots at LZ 49. The rain shut everything down for 90 minutes. Then flew
guys out to Str. 50 to finish splicing wire. Also flew guys out to Str. 5154. Crew started
picking wire and putting it in bundle blocks. Picked wire up and re-pinned to Str. 49.
1924: 1924-05(Guaynabo): Re-strung backlot primary and secondary, repaired
residential service, replaced two insulators and switch at N18.4011539, W66.1136953.
548 Aldebarran St.: Removed primary and arm. 555 Austral: Installed new house
service. 523 Austral: Replaced 2 primary insulators. 575 Austral: Repaired 3 broken
open wire secondaries. 571 Austral: Ran 2 house services 578 Austral: Re-sagged 3
phase primary at N18.3992404 W66.1055621 Re-sagged primary and open-wire
secondaries and reworked house services. Replaced 1 arm and hand dug pole hole.
MATERIAL AVAILABILITY STILL A MAJOR ISSUE
36200L: Structure 10: Replaced insulator on jumper string. Replaced polymer
insulator on one jumper. Installed two new screw anchors. Installed two new down guys
and one X-brace guy. Re-attached two grounds. Structure 14: Straightened two sets of
insulators. Replaced one set of insulators with a polymer insulator. Removed gate.
Loaded and hauled pole to Str. 12.
5300L: Pulled 18 spans of wire and framed poles. The work was spread out between
these two points. We have been jumping around using the materials we have. We also
worked in the neighborhoods pulling up wire and fixing equipment

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR
Iron Workers
50900: Crew plans to fly in bridge and foundations. Set main foundation. Set anchors
at 19. Cut guy wire cables. Fly in foundations to Ponce Landing Yard.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: 51000 AG to SL- Continue work from 156
to 205. Crew will prep to pull shield wire on the 50900.
1924L: Crew will continue on the 1924 circuit. They will move forward with what
material they have and can re-use, but it is getting harder to keep moving forward
without material. .
36200L: Additional crew from 50600 will mobilize to help on this line tomorrow.
Aerial Patrol. S-61 scheduled to assist lifting conductor.
5300L: Continue work on the 5300L.

1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 12Nov19)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53.
51000L: Re-start work on this circuit.
1924L: Continue work on the 1924 Feeders.
36200L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
5300L: Continue work on this circuit

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 14, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000(AB to Sabana Llana): STR 158 Clearing debris on road for access to ROW
and clearing by hand at STR and anchors STR 167 Removing danger trees within ROW
and creating access for ROW.
50900: STR 49 Clearing access road and constructing access road. Construct crane
pad at STR. STR 39 Removing danger trees at STR and creating access to STR.
51000(AB to Guayama): STR 18 Clearing access to STR, excavate, install and backfill
anchors. STR 55 Clearing ROW for access and constructing access roads.
Iron Workers
51000(AB to Guayama): Aguas Buenas Str 15: Cut up damage tower into pieces,
used torches Str 18: Fly top bridge and legs to the Electric Chair Yard. Assembled tower.
Str 19: Cut guy wire cables. Finished installing splice. Set tower
51000(AB to Sabana Llana): Trujillio Alto Str 177: Evaluated tower for damage.
Three damaged anchors. A new foundation is required. One tower is down. 178-1 bad
guy foundation could not located other two, only 1 tower down 179- damage to top
bridge, needs new tower and foundation
Caugas 155: Cleared access to guy anchors
Abandoned Line: 18.04995,-665315: approved rigging for foundations and V-tower.
Rigged up dead end foundation and flew it to 51000. Rigged up on a Type 1 V-tower50ft. Met with the S-61. Flew abandoned line looking for a type 2 V-tower. Located one
near Ponce. Rigged up 2 V-tower foundation and sent them to 51000. 18.06983,66.62746- Cleared path to the type 2 tower. Cleared all 4 guy wires out so they can be
cut.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1: 51000(AB to SL): Gurabo T-166: Repaired 1 failed insulator (not on original
assessment.) T-167: Repaired 3 failed insulators. T-171: Repaired failed jumper.

Crew 2: 51000(AB to SL): Caguas T-135: Repaired 1 phase. T-136 Repaired 1 phase.
T-137 Repaired 1 phase. T-153 Repaired wire on 4 sub conductors.
Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Mobilized trucks. Got all jumpers made up on the west
side of Str. 49. Got A phase pulled down and sleeved on the north side of Str. 49. Got the
flex digger moved down in between Str.49 and 50 to hold middle bundle going North to
Str.50. Crew will repair conductor tomorrow. The S-61 Helicopter assisted crew with
freeing up the static between 49 and 50. Heli also helped get phases moved into place.
Moved flex bucket from Str. 54 to the electric chair. A-phase is repaired and ready to
sag.
Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Started out the LZ 49 and made flight plans with the
MD500 and the S-61 pilots. Rain delayed crew for two hours. Assisted crew at Str 49.
We helped put the wire in bundle blocks at Str. 50 and 51 and the phases soft sided at
Str. 49.
1924: 1924-05(Guaynabo): Hand-cleared and set one pole. Waited on material. Cut
concrete around broken pole. Hand dug hole and set new pole. Spliced 2 services. Dug
out backside of a pole and straightened and keyed the pole. Cleared material off broken
pole to re-use elsewhere. Re-tied phases. Replaced transformer and switch. Removed
tree off of line. Repaired neutral in the house service. Resagged open-wire at 3 locations.
Retied phase, fixed jumper and installed a new insulator. MATERIAL AVAILABILITY
STILL A MAJOR ISSUE
36200L: Crew 1: Moved equipment from Agyria to the 36200 line north of Quebrada
Sub. Flew the line out all the way to Juncos Crew 2: Structure 25: Worked on breaking
up steel-reinforced sidewalk to dig pole hole at Str 25.
5300L: Pulled 20 spans of wire and framed poles. The work was spread out between
these two points. We have been jumping around using the materials we have. We also
worked in the neighborhoods pulling up wire and fixing equipment,
3000L (3205-7 underbuild):
Crew 1: Crews began work on the 3000L 38kV circuit from Juncos to Rio Blanco Sub.
The 3205-7 distribution circuit is underbuilt on this line. Crews also assessed damage on
circuits and clearing up wire and broke poles so new poles could be set.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR

Iron Workers
51000: Install new angles that were needed to complete dead-end tower. Prep towers
to set.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: 51000 AG to SL- Continue work from 156
to 205. 50900: Sag and clip wire.
1924L: Crew will continue on the 1924 circuit. They will move forward with what
material they have and can re-use, but it is getting harder to keep moving forward
without material. .
36200L: Additional crew will begin work from Juncos to the Quebrada Sub.
5300L: Complete 38kV work on the 5300L.
3000L: Crews will continue setting bare poles waiting on enough material to begin
framing and clipping in wire.

1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 12Nov19)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53.
51000L: Re-start work on this circuit.
1924L: Continue work on the 1924 Feeders.
36200L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
5300L: Continue work on this circuit

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 15, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000(AB to Sabana Llana): STR 158 Clearing debris on road for access to ROW
and clearing by hand at STR and anchors STR 178 Hand clearing around STR and
anchors STR 177 Hand clearing around STR and anchors
50900: STR 49 Clearing access road and constructing access road. STR 42 Removing
danger trees below T Line and creating access to STR. STR 47 Removing danger trees
below T Line and creating access to STR.
51000(AB to Guayama): STR 55 Clearing ROW for access and constructing access
roads. Hand clearing at STR and guy anchors and removing danger trees beneath T
Line.
36200: STR 34 Mobilized to assist ARC with installation of STR. Found soil to be solid
rock and will need to locate a hammer for the excavator.
Iron Workers
51000(AB to Sabana Llana):
CAGUAS/STR 156: Waited for Army Chinooks to drop off material but they never
came. Checked all foundations and turnbuckles. Started to dissemble towers.
TRUJILLO ALTO: Str 178: Checked anchors and marked where they are located.
Some anchors need to be replaced. Start to build structure to proper length. Str 179:
Checked anchors and marked their locations. Some need to be replaced. Start to build
structure to proper length. Str 180: Assessed tower and marked anchor locations. Some
need to be replaced. Start to build structure to proper length.
Abandoned Line (18.0515,-66.4769): Moved wire puller, mini track hoe, and mini
excavator to the Main Yard at 17.9506,-66.4769.
50900(GUAYAMA): Picked up angles for tower and installed for PREPA crew.

Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1: 51000(AB to SL): Trujillo Alto: T-179 removed tower with helicopter. T-180
removed bridge from the conductor. T-171 replaced failed insulator. T-163 pinned static
back to the arm.
Crew 2: 51000(AB to SL): Caguas T-156 cleared up conductor from tower. Removed
tower with helicopter.
Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Made flight plans with the MD500 pilot. Flew crew to Str.
44,45,46, and 47. Crews hung fiber blocks. Flew crews to str. 34 and 36 to reclip the
fiber. Picked up a real of fiber and crane and brought to Str 37. Spliced two phases
between str. 49 and 50. Thunderstorms and heavy rain shut crew at 4:30.
Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Str 48-49: Rain delays. Crew spliced E Phase going north
and spliced static. Pulled one phase out and spliced. Ran out of wire on the next phase.
No S-61 helicopter today, Will need to get fiber straightened out tomorrow.
1924: 1924-05(Guaynabo): Repaired three poles in the back yard. Had to splice and
pull up some primary to proper sag. Pulled up some secondaries to proper sag. Replaced
insulators, pins and braces. Repaired house services, removed trees from the line.
Cleaned up old material MATERIAL AVAILABILITY STILL A MAJOR ISSUE
36200L: Crew 1: Moved equipment into Structure 34 to begin digging with digger
derrick auger. Too hard of rock for digger auger. Tried excavator. Will need to finish
tomorrow with hammer.
Crew 2: Dug hole at Str. 25, Hit rock at 10'. Hauled Structure from pole pile. Continued
to work on rock excavation for 5 hours and broke the auger, moved flex track to 21.
Battled rain. 5300L: N18.1790660, W065.8700540: Set three 70’ Steel Poles Restrung wire and framed poles. • N18.1872404, W065.8778875: Hung a set of group
switches on the 5300 • N18.1802110, W065.8710200: Set 65’ Concrete pole for 4kv in
substation • N18.1835340, W065.8696250: Made up jumpers on 38kv, 13.2kv, and 4kv •
N18.2036044, W065.8781738, Set 45’ concrete pole. Reworked connections, pulled up
wire
3000L (3205-7 underbuild):
Crew 1: Location: N 18.23954 W 65.89666 to N 18.22006 W 65.83313 various locations
along the PR 31. Location: N 18.23042 W 65.86268 set 70' steel pole Location: N
18.23017 W 65.86250 set 70' steel pole Location: N 18.22982 W 65.86217 set 70' steel
pole Location: N 18.22919 W 65.84929 spotted and set 70' steel pole Poles were also

spotted at locations: N18.23270, W65.86524; N18.22913, W65.84874 Crews began
straightening poles that were leaning, pulling up and tying in wire that was salvageable.
Crews began framing poles with what material we received for the distribution, and
removing what material they could that was still good to use.
Crew 2:
N18. 14.3511', W065. 53.8250': Remove material from old pole. Temporarily attach 4KV
Hendrix to pole. Material needed. N18. 14.4475', W065. 53.7762' / Remove material
from old pole and Set Top. Material needed.
N18. 14.4669', W065. 53.7609' / Set Base.
N18. 14.4742', W065. 53.7512' / 8KV Re-Frame pole, catch wire off. Material needed.
N18. 14.4796', W065. 53.7319' / 8KV Re-Frame pole.
N18. 14.4830', W065. 53.7138' to N18. 14.4560', W065. 53.6922' / Space 2 spans
Hendrix 4KV.
N18. 14.4703', W065. 53.6722' to N18. 14.4830', W065. 53.5800' / Space 6 spans
Hendrix 4KV.
N18. 14.4830', W065. 53.5800' to N18.14.4986', W065. 53.5370' / Re-Sag & space 4
spans Hendrix 4KV.
N18. 14.5085', W065. 53.5155' / Set 70' Steel Pole.
N18. 14.4874', W065. 53.4806' / Set 70' Steel Pole.
N18. 14.4700', W065. 53.4480 / Set Base.
Summary of work completed : Re-Sag & Space Conductors, Salvage all useable material,
Set Bases & Poles, Frame & Re-Frame Poles.
Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR
Iron Workers 51000: Land material if Chinooks show up. Build structures. Set
towers and foundations.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: 51000 AG to SL- Continue work from 156
to 205. 50900: Shag and clip wire.
1924L: Crew will continue on the 1924 circuit. They will move forward with what
material they have and can re-use, but it is getting harder to keep moving forward
without material. .

36200L: Will locate excavator hammer to finish pole hole at Str 25.
5300L: Will move to 3000 Circuit.
3000L: Crews will continue setting bare poles waiting on enough material to begin
framing and clipping in wire.
1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 12Nov19)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53.
51000L: Re-start work on this circuit.
1924L: Continue work on the 1924 Feeders.
36200L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
5300L: Continue work on this circuit

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 16, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000(AB to Sabana Llana): STR 158 Clearing by hand at STR and excavate for 3
anchors, place one and backfill STR 178 Hand clearing around STR and anchors.
Construct access road to STR STR 177 Hand clearing around STR and anchors
50900: STR 49 Maintaining access road STR 42 Maintaining access road STR 47
Maintaining access road
51000(AB to Guayama): STR 55 Clearing danger trees below T Line by hand and
machine STR 54 Clearing danger trees below T Line by hand and machine. Cleared 2
anchors
36200: STR 34 Excavate for pole base. Mobilize excavator and hydraulic hammer and
work to break rock for pole base
Iron Workers
51000(AB to Sabana Llana):
CAGUAS: 154-waited for materials to arrive by helicopter never came 155-lay down
tower, start dissemble tower piece by piece stack in one pile unloaded foundation and
spool of wire for tower
GURABO: 165- cleaned turnbuckles, dug anchor foundation, there were two to dig but
was told to stop so surveyed could check, surveyor never came, removed the plates on
top of foundation, flew out all damaged pieces of tower
51000(AGUIRRE to AB): GUAYAMA: Str 21-dissemble tower Str 24-dissemble tower
Str 26-dissemble tower Str 27-dissemble tower Str 28-dissemble tower
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:

Crew 1: 51000(AB to SL): Gurabo: T-162 Replaced four jumpers off of the ladders.
Crew 2: 51000(AB to SL): Caguas: T-153 removed wire and flew out tower, flew bad
wire out of the canyon. T-156 removed wire and flew towers out. Flew bad conductor
out.
Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Rain off and on all day, We tightened up guys at Str 50 – 53.
Helped splice wire on Str. 49 going north. Met with PREPA Fiber Representatives. Hung
grounds on Str.54.
Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Thunderstorms and heavy rain until 1:30pm. Pulled in
enough wire to splice B-phase going north of Str. 49. Pulled out Hard line and prepped
for sagging conductors going north tomorrow. Installed grounds at Str. 49 and 50.
Performed aerial inspection. Need an S-61 to straighten wire.
1924: 1924-05(Guaynabo): Re-strung and repaired 3-phase primary. Re-strung and
repaired open-wire secondary. Straightened 2 poles and fixed a broken neutral. Picked
up material from PREPA, Replaced cross arms. Installed switches and arresters.
MATERIAL AVAILABILITY STILL A MAJOR ISSUE
36200L: Crew 1: Helicopter was grounded until the afternoon due to weather. Dug rock
hole with a 30" rock auger on Str.34. Slow digging due to rock. Established a new LZ for
the MD500 to work out of. Received additional material.
Crew 2: Picked up crane and pressure digger at Carolina Sub., finished hole to 12' and
set Str. 25.
3000L (3205-7 underbuild): Crew 1: N 18.23954 W 65.89666 to N 18.22006 W
65.83313 various locations along the PR 31. Location: N 18.22905 W 65.84860 set 70'
steel pole Location: N 18.22917 W 65.84928 set 70' steel pole Location: N 18.23255 W
65.86503 spotted and set 70' steel pole. Crews repaired, framed and pulled existing wire
back up, and tied in on poles locations: N 18.23353 W 65.86728 to N 18.23315 W
65.86636, also between N 18.22807 W 65.85738 to N 18.22818 W 65.85627, and N
18.23082 W 65.86315 to N 18.22864 W 65.86076.
Crew 2: N18. 14.1394', W065.
52.9672' / South End.
N18. 14.3167', W065. 53.2250' / MiddleN18. 14.4706', W065. 53.6036' / Middle.
N18. 14.3057', W065. 53.8417' / North End.
N18. 14.3776', W065. 53.8108' / INST. 1 - 38KV Post Ins., Re-Sag Wire.
N18. 14.3902', W065. 53.8048' / INST. 1 - 38KV Post Ins., Re-Sag Wire.
N18. 14.1394', W065. 53.7945' / INST. 6 Strings of 4ea. 10'' Insulators for double deadend Conductors.
N18. 14.4656', W065. 53.7622' / INST. 3 - 38KV Post Ins., Static Shoe, Hang Blocks for

wire pull.
N18. 14.4669', W065. 53.7609' / INST. 3 - 38KV Post Ins., Static shoe, Hang Blocks for
wire pull.
N18. 14.4742', W065. 53.7512' / INST. 6 Strings of 4ea. 10'' Ins. For double dead-end.
N18. 14.4625', W065. 53.4471' / INST. 70' Steel Pole.
N18. 14.4344', W065. 53.4019' / Hang Blocks on 38KV for Wire Pull.
N18. 14.4087', W065. 53.3595' / INST. 70' Steel Pole, Frame for double dead-end. 3/0
Summary : Install Grounds, Frame poles, Make ready for Wire Pull, Set Poles.
Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR 36200: continue rock excavation for pole hole
Iron Workers 51000: Dissemble more towers, finish setting towers, dig foundations,
assemble towers
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: 51000 AG to SL- Continue work from 156
to 205. 50900: Sag and clip wire.
1924L: Crew will continue on the 1924 circuit. They will move forward with what
material they have and can re-use, but it is getting harder to keep moving forward
without material. 36200L: Crew will begin on Str 34.
3000L: Crews will continue setting bare poles waiting on enough material to begin
framing and clipping in wire.
1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 12Nov19)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53.
51000L: Re-start work on this circuit.
1924L: Continue work on the 1924 Feeders.
36200L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
5300L: Continue work on this circuit

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 17, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000 (AB to Sabana Llana): STR 158 Clearing by hand at STR, place two anchors
and backfill STR 155 Excavate and remove existing foundation, place new foundation
and backfill STR 157 Excavate and remove existing foundation, place new foundation
and backfill STR 177 Hand clearing around STR and anchors STR 178 Hand clearing
around STR and anchors.
50900(Guayama): STR 51 Maintaining access road and clean up STR 42 Maintaining
access road and clean up STR 49 Maintaining access road and clean up
51000(Aguirre to AB): STR 48 Clearing danger trees below T Line by hand and
machine STR 49 Grading access road and clean up
36200: STR 34 Complete rock excavation for pole base. Assist ARC with setting pole
base and backfill
Iron Workers
51000(AB to Sabana Llana): CAGUAS: 154-unloaded tower from truck, hauled
cables to tower, set main foundations, cut cables for towers, missing two cables, still
need to set one anchor foundation 155-unloaded tower from truck, set main foundation
and cut cables for tower, set turnbuckle 156-unloaded tower from truck, set main
foundation, cut cables for tower, still needs 8 more preforms
50900(AGUIRRE to AB): GUAYAMA: 121-disassembled old towers 128disassembled old towers
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1: 51000(AB to SL): Trujillo Alto: T-180 sleeved out 2 phases (4 conductors) with
80’ of new conductor. Removed bridge and received new one from Palo Saco.
Crew 2: 51000(AB to SL): Caguas: T-154 continued working on tower access and wire
repair and removal. Assisted in foundation swap and gathering materials for snub site.

Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Went to plant to pick up material. Moved V-Groove puller
into Str. 49 for fiber pull. Started at the LZ 49 and made flight plans with the 500 and
the 61. Flew men in between 49 and 50 to help get phases out of the trees and spliced
wire. Flew men to Str. 55 to watch wire at the polymers. Flew men to Str. 50 and 51 to
get the rolls out of the wire.
Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Got B-phase up and sagged. Spliced wire to get to proper
length. S-61 Helicopter assisted with getting the wire out of the trees. Got fiber moved
into place for the pull. Brought dozer in to repair road after mud slide. Installed grounds
at Str. 49 and 50.
1924L: Crews redirected to the 36200 & 50900 due to no release # for the 1924 Circuit
given by PREPA.
36200L: Crew 1: MD500 assisted with aerial work. Cut tree to free up wire at
N18.28800, W65.88610. Replaced 2 broken polymer insulators and removed sheet
metal from the wire at N18.26620, W65.87833. We had to free up wire at N18.25720,
W65.87760. Replaced broken polymer insulators and removed wire from tower at
N18.25508, W65.88089. Removed wire from towers at the following locations:
N18.25671,W65.89750 N18.25256,W65.90035 N18.24438, W65.90890 Replaced 2
broken polymers at N18.24933, W65.90361. Flew line to inspect another section and
backfilled Str. 34 and assembled top 2 sections.
Crew 2: Hung arms and transferred wire to steel pole and wrecked out wood pole at Str.
25.
3000L (3205-7 underbuild): Crew 1: Location: N 18.23954 W 65.89666 to N
18.22006 W 65.83313 various locations along the PR 31. Location N 18.23282 W
65.86552 set 70' steel pole
Location N 18.22514 W 65.83622 Spotted and set 70'
Steel pole Location N 18.23535 W 65.89917 set 45' concrete and pulled up two spans of
wire so crew could energize a pumping station. Crews used Gruas Colon crane service to
remove concrete poles off the houses so they could clear up wire and materials.
Crew 2:
N18. 14.1394', W065. 52.9672' / South End.
N18. 14.3167', W065. 53.2250' / MiddleN18. 14.4706', W065. 53.6036' / Middle.
N18. 14.3057', W065. 53.8417' / North End.
N18. 14.5085', W065. 53.5155' / Frame 38KV & 4KV.
N18. 14.4874', W065. 53.4806' / Frame 38KV.
N18. 14.4700', W065. 53.4480' / Set Top.
N18. 14.4087', W065. 53.3595' / Hang 8KV on Pole.
N18. 14.2475', W065. 53.1311' / Set Base.
N18. 14.1881', W065. 53.0410' / Set 70' Steel Pole.
N18. 14.1706', W065. 53.0115' / Straighten Wood Pole.

N18. 14.1911', W065. 53.0358' / Set 70' Steel Pole, Frame 8KV.
N18. 14.2050', W065. 53.0569 / Set 70' Steel Pole, Frame DDE.
N18. 14.2483', W065. 53.1227' / Set 70' Steel Pole, Frame Tangent & Hang Blocks.
N18. 14.4742', W065. 53.7512' to N18. 14.4109', W065. 53.8048' / Pull wire, 4 Spans A &
B .556 ACSR, 3/0 Static.
Summary: Set and frame poles, pull wire, Re-Frame & repair where needed.
Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR 50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR
Iron Workers
51000: Dissemble more towers, finish setting towers, dig foundations, assemble towers
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: 51000 AG to SL- Continue work from 156
to 205. 50900: Sag and clip wire. 36200L: Long line and set two structures and finish
Str 12
3000L: Crews will continue setting bare poles waiting on enough material to begin
framing and clipping in wire.
1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 12Nov19)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53.
51000L: Re-start work on this circuit.
1924L: Continue work on the 1924 Feeders.
36200L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
5300L: Continue work on this circuit

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 18, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000 (AB to Sabana Llana): STR 155 Hand clearing around STR and anchors. STR
156 Hand clearing around STR and anchors. STR 157 Hand clearing around STR and
anchors.
50900(Guayama): STR 51 HEAVY rain and crew on standby. Worked with A&J
loading towers for transport to staging area. STR 55 Working with A&J to complete
foundation and anchors and installation of STR
51000(Aguirre to AB): STR 48 HEAVY rain and crew on standby. Began hand
clearing danger trees until ARC was ready to begin pulling. Assisted ARC providing
traffic control on PR 712 during operations.
36200: STR 34 Work on crane pad for line crew to complete tower installation and
support line crew.
Iron Workers
51000(AB to Sabana Llana): CAGUAS: Str 154: Assembled three dead end towers
prepped to set Str 155: Helped flag traffic while loading and unloading tower sections
Str 156: Took out extensions to make one dead end tower 50’. Installed splices on 9 guy
wire ropes
50900(AGUIRRE to AB): GUAYAMA: Str 62: Measured length of tower for guide
cables. Cut guide cables to length. Prepped all preforms and cable blocks. Rigged up
tower to fly. Waited for helicopter but did not show due to weather.
CAYEY: Str 63: Still waiting on surveyor because foundations still need to be changed
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L: Crew 1: 51000(AB to SL): Trujillo Alto: T180 set new bridge with helicopter. Clipped in repaired wire.

Crew 2: 51000(AB to SL): Caguas: T-154: Dug in snub site. Finished road and
foundation. Picked up 2 phases and moved them 150’ back up the hill to the snub site.
Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Flew men to 49, 50 and 51 after rain delay. Working with
other crew trying to get all the rolls out of the wire. Moved the wire trailer down from 49
to 37, loaded reels on it. Ready to take it back to 49.
Crew 4: 50900(Guayama): Rain and lightning all morning. Spliced B-phase bundle and
caught off in hoists. Got A-phase (west) , and C-phase (east) up and caught off on tower.
Static was wrapped up around A and C phases, cleared it up. . Fiber is up from Str. 49
going west. Ready to rig up to start pulling in new fiber. Moved V-groove into position
and got ready for fiber pull. Moved wire tensioner down off the mountain from Str. 49 to
load up new fiber. Bulldozed roads from Str. 49 to 50 due to mud slides. Installed repair
rods on east phase between 49 and 50.
36200L:
Crew 1: Worked on Str. 21 with the S-61 helicopter. Set top of Str. 31 and transferred
wire.
Crew 2: Assembled mono poles for Structure 34. Installed rigging to set Str.34. Heli was
tied up, could not set pole. Installed stub guy pole for Str.34, De-mobilized equipment
from job site.
3000L (3205-7 underbuild):
Crew 1: Crews continued work on the 3000 38kv circuit Juncos to Rio Blanco sub, and
the 3205-7 distribution underbuild. circuits. Location: N 18.23954 W 65.89666 to N
18.22006 W 65.83313 various locations along the PR 31. Crew finished getting wire back
up and secured and making line safe so can be energized when needed between
locations. Crews worked on removing lines from broke poles on the ground, and getting
them out of the trees and back to the road for when we receive more poles to set. Crews
worked on framing poles and pulling wire back up
Crew 2:
N18. 14.1394', W065. 52.9672' / South End.
N18. 14.3167', W065. 53.2250' / MiddleN18. 14.4706', W065. 53.6036' / Middle.
N18. 14.3057', W065. 53.8417' / North End.
AM RAIN DELAY
N18.14.4742', W065.53.7512' to N18. 14.4109', W065. 53.8048' / Pull wire, 4 Spans C
Phase Clip wire & make new jumpers.
N18. 14.2050', W065. 53.2050' /Sag wire & DDE all conductors.

Los Piedras, PR. to Juncos, PR. Haul Material.
N18. 14.2488', W065. 53.1227' / Clip Wire.
N18. 14.2023', W065. 53.0141' / Frame & Clip 38KV and 4KV.
N18. 14.4475', W065. 53.7849' to N18. 14.4742', W065. 53.7512' / Pull 3Ph's + Neut.
.556 Tree Wire.
Summary: Set and frame poles, pull wire, Re-Frame & repair where needed.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR. 50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR.
Iron Workers
51000: Finishing assembly on tower 156, take apart dead end towers for structure
177,178 for transport, cut guy wires and finish getting towers 153,155,156 ready for
erection
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: 51000 AG to SL- Continue work from 156
to 205. 50900: Sag and clip wire. . 36200L: Long line and set two structures.
3000L: Crews will continue setting bare poles waiting on enough material to begin
framing and clipping in wire.
1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 12Nov18)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53.
51000L: Re-start work on this circuit.
1924L: Continue work on the 1924 Feeders.
36200L: Finish access and civil work, damage assessment and continue restoration.
5300L: Continue work on this circuit

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 19, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000 (AB to Sabana Llana): STR 155 Working with A&J removing fallen tower and
guys. Cut tower in half and removed. Cleared and graded crane pad. STR 156 Hand
clearing around STR and anchors. STR 157 Hand clearing around STR and anchors.
50900(Guayama): STR 37 Clearing and grading access to STR and remove debris on
gravel road for access to LZ STR 38 Clearing and grading access to STR and remove
debris on gravel road for access to LZ
51000(Aguirre to AB): 50900 STR 55 Clearing and removing danger trees mixed in
with conductor to free conductor 50900 STR 54 Clearing and removing danger trees
mixed in with conductor to free conductor
36200: STR 34 Work with ARC to install STR and grade around STR STR 51 Grading
access road to STR
Iron Workers
51000(AB to Sabana Llana): CAGUAS: Str 155: Install 5-foot splice on tower. Repositioned guy cables and cleaned up scrap pile left over from damaged towers with skid
loader. Tower is ready for transport.
50900(AGUIRRE to AB): GUAYAMA: Str 62: Was able to get tower rigged on
helicopter but could not land and set properly because of bad weather a difficulty seeing
so had to lay tower on the ground due to safety reasons.
CAYEY: Str 63: Took measurements for the guy cables, still waiting on surveyor to
confirm location of foundations
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1: 51000(AB to SL): Caguas:
T-154: Moved one phase, static and fiber up to snub site. Moved bucket truck to T-158.

Crew 2: 50900(Guayama): MD500 could not fly due to weather. Crew moved trucks up
to Str 49 to help other crew. Climbed structures 50, 51, and 52 to work wire out.
Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Long-lined crew to Str 49 get hard-line on middle bundle.
Bulldozer was required for roadwork up to Str. 49 due to the recent rains. Crew spliced
east phase. Crew then pulled up east phase to sag. Conductor needs additional splicing
north of Str 49. Built a pulling pad for fiber at Str. 49. Fiber is loaded up and ready to be
tested before pulling. Rain delays for most of day.
36200L:
Crew 1: Continued to work on getting wire re-attached to Str with the assistance of the
S-61 Helicopter. Replace 2 broken polymer Insulators at N18.25721, W65.87990 and
repaired two broken statics at N18.27721, W65.88182. Heavy rain and lightning moved
in around noon.
37400: Manati: T-153 adjusted sag to allow for proper clearance. Location of fault
proposed by PREPA is due to the phases rolling.
3000L (2603 underbuild):
Three crews moved to the 5300 38kv line from Juncos to Las Piedras sub with the 26038 and the 2801-3 distribution circuits underbuilt. Crews pulled up and clipped back in
four spans of 556 wire on the 5300 circuit. Crew set 70' steel pole and transferred wire
from broken concrete pole up to new steel pole.
Two crews moved to a new section on the 3000 38kv line with the 3205-8 and the 32013 distribution circuits underbuilt from Juncos sub to Switch location at
Crew moved circuits from broken wood pole to new steel pole already set.
Worked on framing already set 70'steel poles and began pulling wire back up.
Crew 2:
Pulled three phase 556, Hendrix and neutral on 4KV.
Pulled one Span 2/0 ACSR. make C Ph. jumper.
Straighten Pole.
Re-hang & Sag 2/0 copper. Install one 38KV ins and one 8 KV insulator.
Pull 1 Ph. 8KV, 4 Spans 2/0 ACSR. Sag & Clip.
Inst.1-8KV ins., Tie in Conductors.
Inst. 1-8KV ins., Tie in Conductors.
Straighten Pole, Hang DE arm.
Straighten Pole.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR. 50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR.
Iron Workers
51000: Provided surveyor completes staking, start to dig and set foundations on 63.
Finish setting tower 62.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: 51000 AG to SL- Continue work from 156
to 205. 50900: Sag and clip wire. 36200L: Continue straightening out wire at STR 21
and setting STR 34.
3000L: Crews will continue work on the 3000 circuit.

1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 19Nov 25)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53. Set Str
62.
51000L: Continue correcting deficiencies from T-154-T-204.
36200L: Finish getting wire back up on STR 21, 34. Begin work on STR 12, 35.
3000L: Continue work on this circuit

Whitefish Daily Updates – November 20, 2017
Work Completed Today
Civil
51000 (AB to Sabana Llana): STR 155 Constructing access roads to STR and
searching for fallen tower. Maintain equipment.
51000(Aguirre to AB): STR 52 Grading access roads and maintain equipment. STR
51 Grading access roads and maintain equipment. STR 53 Grading access roads and
maintain equipment.
36200: STR 34 Work with ARC to install STR and grade around STR and maintain
equipment.
Iron Workers
51000(AB to Sabana Llana):
CAGUAS: Str 155: Unloaded two type III foundations. Start removing side lacing to
the dead-end tower. Loaded section onto trailer and assisted with transport.
50900(AGUIRRE to AB): GUAYAMA: STR 62: Cut trees to allow for a clear path
for the helicopter to pick up tower, waited on helicopter to set tower but fog and clouds
kept heli grounded.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L/50600L:
Crew 1: 51000(AB to SL): Caguas: T-158 removed damage wire BOL. T-157 removed
damaged wire from str. Flew old wire out to LZ.
Crew 3: 50900(Guayama): Flew crews to Str. 49,50 and 51. Straightened out center
phase and east phase. Set the hard-line machine up. Climbed structures in attempt to
get the rolls out of the phases. Need to remove spacers from long line.
36200L:
Crew 1: Str 21: Crew used heli to assist lifting conductors back up to pole. Crew
unwrapped conductors and dead-ended the center phase, south phase and north phase
to the west. Crew started unwrapping broken conductor on the north phase to the east.
Str 34: The helicopter attempted to land up top but couldn't, mobilized crane.

3000L (2603 underbuild):
Crew 1: Three crews worked on the 5300 38kv line from Juncos to Las Piedras sub with
the 2603-8 and the 2801-3 distribution circuits underbuild. Crew finished sagging wire
on a 70' steel pole that was set yesterday, They also worked on salvaging material off of
downed poles then installed grounds to begin work in that section. Two crews continued
work on the 3000 38kv line with the 3205-8 and the 3201-3 distribution circuits
underbuild from Juncos sub to Air Break switch. Crews pulled circuits back up and
secured to new steel poles from locations.
Crew 2: Pulled three phase 556, Hendrix and neutral on 4KV.

Work Planned for Tomorrow
WORK PLANNED FOR TOMORROW WILL COMMENCE UPON END OF
STAND DOWN.
Civil
51000: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees. Hand clearing
around STR. 50900: continue constructing access roads and removing danger trees.
Hand clearing around STR.
Iron Workers
51000: Unload the disassembled tower for 178. Pick up tower and deliver to 179, where
crew will start assembling. Assemble tower 154.
Powerline 50900L / 51000L / 50600L: 51000 AG to SL- Continue work from 156
to 205. 50900: Sag and clip wire. 36200L: Continue straightening out wire at STR 21
and setting STR 34.
3000L: Crews will continue work on the 3000 circuit.

1 Week Look Ahead (Nov 19Nov 25)
50900L (Guayama to Aquas Buena): Complete work at Structures 49-53. Set Str
62.
51000L: Continue correcting deficiencies from T-154-T-204.
36200L: Finish getting wire back up on STR 21, 34. Begin work on STR 12, 35.
3000L: Continue work on this circuit

